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Author’s Note

Although I attempted to locate as much information as possible in
researching the historicalbackground section of this report, the
record is far from complete. Very little information, if any,
was written down. I had to rely on oral histories, and
interviews and telephone conversations with former members of the
White House staff. Memories fade and recollections differ.
Everyone I spoke with mentioned that "it was such a long time
ago..."    I have tried to verify as much information as possible.
Because the recording systems were considered very sensitive and
little was written or spoken about them for so long, many details
will never be known.

The paper is not complete: processing continues on the Kennedy
recordings, the Johnson Dictabelts and Cabinet Room recordings,
and the Nixon tapes. As they become available, a more complete
story can be told. I have only used material from "open"
sources--that is, material open to the public.

In addition to discussing aspects of my paper with archivists at
the various Presidential Libraries, I have used my own experience
gained from processing (identifying, preserving, reviewing) both
the Johnson recordings and the Nixon tapes.

I would like to thank everyone, former White House staffers,
archivists from the Presidential Libraries, especially those at
the Nixon Project and here at the Johnson Library, and my
parents, for all of their help and encouragement.
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INTRODUCTION

On Monday July 16, 1973, former Nixon administration official

Alexander Butterfield, testifying before the Senate Select

Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, stunned the

nation, revealing that President Nixon secretly recorded his

conversations and meetings.I Butterfield went on to state that

Nixon had installed listening devices in the Oval Office, in his

Executive Office Building office, in the Cabinet Room, at Camp

David, and on his telephones.

Immediately following the disclosure, White House Counsel J. Fred

Buzhardt sent the Senate Committee a letter confirming the

existence of the taping system, writing that Nixon’s system "is

similar to that employed by the last administration.’’2 Buzhardt

produced sworn affidavits from the White House Communications

Agency technicians who installed President Johnson’s recording

system. The Kennedy Library issued a press release indicating

that there were 125 reel-to-reel analog tapes and 65 Dictabelt

i Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign

Activities,.Hearings: Watergate and Related Activities, Book 5,
U. S. Government Printing Office (Washington, D.C. 1973) pp.
2074-2090. See also: David Thelan, ed. "Remembering the
Discovery of the Watergate Tapes," Journa! of American History,
Volume 75, Number 4, March 1989, pp. 1222-1262; Stephen Ambrose,
Nixon: Ruin and Recovery, 1973-1990, Simon and Schuster (New
York: 1991) pp. 195-196.

2 Fred Buzhardt to Sam Ervin, July 16, 1973, Sam Ervin
Papers, Southern Historical Collection, University of North
Carolina Archives, Box 422.



recordings of President Kennedy’s meetings and telephone

conversations.~

As it turned out, Kennedy was not the first President to secretly

record his meetings and telephone conversations. Franklin

Roosevelt was the first President to experiment with a hidden

recording system. In addition, both Harry Truman and Dwight

Eisenhower periodically recorded some of their conversations.

Immediately following the disclosures that these recording

collections existed, members of Congress pressed for release of

the Nixon tapes, and the press demanded access .to all the

different collections, believing they were filled with ,’headline"

material. Historians and scholars also wanted access, believing

that these recordings would provide a unique insight into the

personalities and administrations of those presidents.

The first section of this paper will provide necessary historical

and background information on the different presidential

recording systems.~ Each system differed in the types of machines

and media used, and each president had his own reasons for

setting up a recording system. And finally, the scope of the

recordings varied from president to president. This historical

section will provide the basis for examining archival issues

involved in processing the different audio collections.

Ambrose, p. 196.



The second section of the paper will describe and detail the

challenges that archivists face in preserving, processing, and

making these audio materials available to the public. Each

collection has its own set of archival issues and complexities

that must be considered when processing. Issues to be examined

include: copyright restrictions, national security and donor’s

deed of gift restrictions, adherence to the Presidentia!

Materials and Preservation Act governing the use of the Nixon

materials, as wel! as the inherent problems of using and relying

on transcripts, intelligibility of the recordings, preservation

factors, and equipment limitations.

3



Franklin D. Roosevelt.

There are approximately eight hours of recordings from the

Roosevelt administration. These primarily consist of fourteen

press conferences held in the Oval Office between August 23 and

November 8, 1940. The machine was often left on after the press

conferences ended, inadvertently recording meetings, office

conversations, and room noise. Recording technology was still

very primitive and much of the recordings, despite recent digital

enhancement, is unintelligible. They are filled with static,

loud echos, feedback, machine hiss, and other noises.I

Roosevelt made the decision to record his press conferences

following an incident in January 1939. That month the New Yor~

Time~ printed Roosevelt’s private comments to members of the

Senate Military Affairs Committee. Not only was Roosevelt

angered that his comments had been leaked to the press, but he

was also furious because the press account was inaccurate. In a

press conference t~ree days later, Roosevelt called the quote

attributed to him in the Time_____~s "a deliberate lie.’’2 He directed

i Telephone interview with Julie Dumont, Archives
Specialist, Roosevelt Library, May 12, 1995. See also: The
Recorded Speeches and Utterances of Franklin D. Roosevelt,
finding aid, Roosevelt Library.

2 Public Papers of the President: Franklin D. Roosevelt,
1939: The War and Neutrality, Russell and Russell Company (New
York: 1969) pp. 112-115.



his official stenographer, Henry Kannee, to find a way of

ensuring that his comments were accurately recorded.3

Initially, Kannee used a rudimentary Dictaphone machine.

Unfortunately, the machine did not work and Kannee continued his

search for a machine that was satisfactory. In June of 1940, an

RCA representative presented Kannee with a gift: an experimental

model of the RCA Continuous-film Recording Machine which inventor

John R. Kiel developed. As tape recorders, per se, had not been

invented, this prototype utilized both motion-picture sound

technology and motion-picture film. Kiel’s idea was to use a

motion-picture machine "filling a reel of film with nothing but

one sound track after another, side by side.’’4 The machine used

a 35 millimeter film called "scribed acetate sound film." Sound

was recorded on the film transversely as opposed to

longitudinally. The result was that a substantial amount of

conversation could be recorded on a very short piece of film.5

The machine incorporated a voice-activated record mode.

Roosevelt or Kannee could turn the machine on, but it would only

record when a soun~ activated the system. It is for this reason

3 Robert Butow, "The FDR Tapes," American Heritage.,
February/March 1982, pp. 13-14.

Robert Butow, "How FDR Got his Tape Recorder," American
~, October/November 1982, pp. 109-112.

5 Ibi~. p.lll. The article goes on to state that fifteen
feet of this scribed acetate sound film could record over one
hour of conversation. Butow speculates that this is the reason
that there was only one reel of film used by FDR during the time
he recorded his press conferences.



that many office conversations, other meetings, and room noises

are recorded.6

The RCA Continuous-film Recording Machine was large and bulky:

it was over three feet tall and almost two feet wide. The Secret

Service installed this machine directly under the Oval Office,

concealing it in a specially built chamber with a padlocked door

so that White House staffers who used the room to store gifts

would not be able to see the machine. Only Roosevelt,

Stenographer Kannee, his successor Jack Romagna, inventer Kiel,

the RCA representative, and the Secret Service agents who

installed the machine, were aware of the recorder’s existence. A

single RCA microphone was installed in the lampshade on the

President’s desk, which explains why Roosevelt’s voice is

recognizable but other voices are not. Wires ran from the

lampshade down the side of the desk. One set of wires threaded

through a hole in the Oval Office floor and into the machine

concealed in the room~below. The second set of wires went

through a hole in the President’s desk to a control box located

in his desk drawer. Roosevelt could activate the system by

pushing a button on the control box. Likewise, Kannee, who had

the key to the padlocked closet containing the machine, could

activate the recording system by flipping a switch on the machine

itself.7

Ibid. p. iii.

Ibid.
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There has been much speculation as to why Roosevelt recorded for

only eleven weeks in the fall of 1940. As stated earlier, he was

worried about being misquoted. By recording his dealings with

the press, he could ensure an accurate record of what was said.

According to his stenographers, Kannee and Romagna, Roosevelt did

not like the idea of using the machine on a regular basis.

However, Roosevelt was running for an unprecedented third term as

President. Robert Butow, in his American Heritage article,

states that he believes that this Presidential campaign played a

key role in Roosevelt’s decision to record.8

"The FDR Tapes," p. 15.
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Harry S Truman

There are approximately ten hours of recordings from the Truman

administration. Few concrete facts are known about these

recordings. When Truman became president on April 12, 1945, he

inherited the RCA Continuous-film Recording Machine that

Roosevelt used during the 1940 Presidential election campaign.

Although Roosevelt did not use the machine again after his re-

election, he did not dismantle it either. His machine was not

only still in place, but also still had the same roll of sound

scribed acetate film on it--the same roll that contained

Roosevelt’s recordings.I

Jack Romagna became the White House stenographer in 1941,

replacing Henry Kannee. Before leaving, Kannee briefed Romagna

on the operation of the RCA recording machine.2 Romagna informed

Truman about the machine, telling him that the microphone was

located in his desk lampshade and the control box was located in

his desk.drawer. Romagna recalled Truman authorizing him to

I "Conversations recorded during Truman’s administration,"
Kansas City Times., February 9, 1982, p. A-I. See also: Benedict
K. Zobrist to Jack Romagna, February 25, 1982, and Romagna to
Zobrist, March 7, 1982, Truman Library, Reference File.
Originally, the sound scribed acetate film was duplicated bythe
National Archives onto sixteen 16-inch discs in 1947 and the
original film was then destroyed. The discs, containing both
Roosevelt’s and Truman’s recordings, were sent to the Roosevelt
Library. Eventually, ten of the discs were sent to the Truman
Library in 1973 after it was determined that they were recordings
of Truman’s voice. See "The FDR Tapes," pp. 11-12.

"The FDR Tapes," p. 15.



record his May 23, 1945, press conference, stating that Truman

"was curious to know how the machine would perform.’’3 Truman

went downstairs afterward to listen to his recording with

Romagna, a Secret Service technician, and Matt Connolly, his

appointments secretary. The President’s comments to the press

came through loud and clear.4 After listening to the recording,

Truman told those present, "I sure don’t want to have anything to

do with that!’’5

According to Romagna, Truman did not use the machine again, but

he did not recall the machine being removed either.6 The

remaining recordings are very difficult to understand. Philip

Lagerquist, the audio-visual archivist at the Truman Library,

listened to these recordings extensively. He concluded that most

of the recordings contain "long stretches of silence [static] or

background noise," and that, of the ten hours of recordings, only

"a few hours of this consists of conversation, either

3 Romagna to’Zobrist, March 7, 1982, Truman Library,

Reference File.

4 Of the approximately ten hours of recordings, this is the
only segment that is entirely audible. Romagna stated in his
letter to Zobrist that this was the single occasion during the
Truman administration that Romagna operated the machine. Romagna
used the switches on the machine to record and ensure that the
volume was at the proper level.

5 Romagna to Zobrist, March 7, 1982.



intelligible or unintelligible.’’7 The recordings include

miscellaneous conversations of workmen and members of the White

House staff, segments of conversation between Truman and unknown

individuals, portions of telephone conversations between Truman

and unknown individuals (only Truman’s voice was recorded),

completely unintelligible conversations, static, and room noise.8

Lagerquist, in researching and listening to the contents of what

he heard on the tapes, concluded that Truman’s recordings date

between 1945 and 1947, with the bulk of the recordings dating

from 1945.9 Unfortunately, there is no pattern to the

recordings. .Lagerquist speculates that the recordings were

done at random times and for no discernible reasons.
It follows that the recordings were not made as a
matter of historical record or to provide the President
or his staff with administrative assistance.~°

Romagna stated that he would turn on the machine periodically and

"practice" using the machine "in case I should be called upon

without warning to transcribe something of an urgent nature.’’11

7 Philip Lagerquist to Benedict Zobrist, February 12, 1982,
Truman Library, Reference File. This memo also includes the
attachment describing, as best he could, a summary of the
contents of each disc recording.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

I~ Romagna to Zobrist, March 7, 1982. Romagna recalled
that occasionally Truman would direct him to listen in on a
telephone conversation and take shorthand notes. In all cases,
Truman would inform the person on the’other end that his aide was
on an extension and taking notes.

i0



There are no records discussing the removal of the RCA machine,

and Romagna has no recollection of this occurring. In any event,

the machine was removed some time in 1947, when the National

Archives acquired custody of the machine and copied the sound

scribed film onto acetate discs for transfer to the Roosevelt

Library.12

12 "The FDR Tapes," pp. 11-12.
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Dwight D. Eisenhower

President Dwight D. Eisenhower recorded at least twenty-five

meetings he held in the Oval Office between October 12, 1953, and

December 9, 1958.I Although the tapes apparently no longer exist

and little is known about his recording system, there are records

at the Eisenhower Library that provide a glimpse of his system.

In March of 1953, Charles Willis asked the White House

Communications Agency (WHCA) about the possibility of installing

a recording device for President Eisenhower. At the time, Willis

was an assistant to Sherman Adams, the Chief of Staff. Willis

was responsible for personal and confidential matters.2

Lieutenant Colonel George McNally, the Commander of WHCA,

recommended the Tycoon Soundscriber machine, forwarding the

company’s literature describing the machine and its costs to

Willis.3

According to Ann Whitman, Eisenhower’s personal secretary, the

machine was "a monster" and was located, in a cabinet by her desk

i Eisenhower Library archivists identified twenty-five
documents in the Ann C. Whitman Diary Series that clearly are
transcripts of recorded conversations. There are approximately
fifty other "Memcons" in this series which possibly could be
transcripts from recorded conversations.

Telephone interview with David Haight, Archivist,
Eisenhower Library, on December 6, 1995.

3 Roger Steffin to Charles Willis, March 4, 1953,
Confidential Files: White House Office, Eisenhower Library.
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in her office next to the Oval Office.4 The microphone was

located in the receiver of "a dummy telephone" on the President’s

desk.5 The on/off button was located in the kneewell of his

desk.G There is some dispute as to how the system operated.

Whitman recalled that the President would use this switch to

signal her to begin recording.7 However, John Waybrant, who

maintained the system, recalled that the Presidentwould

activate the machine by pressing the "on" button.8 Editorial

comments written on the transcripts as they were being prepared

suggest that Eisenhower, in fact, controlled the system.9

The Soundscriber machine used circular discs to record

conversations with each disc recording up to 30 minutes.I° The

Eisenhower Library does have a small number of discs among their

4 Ann C. Whitman Oral History, pp. 4-5.
Library.

Eisenhower

5 Letter, John A. Waybrant to John Powers, May 15, 1996.
Waybrant was a member of WHCA from 1953 to 1966, specializing in
crypto-maintenance. He and A1 Duffy, another WHCA technician,
were responsible for maintaining this recording system.

G Ibid. See also:
May 21, 1996.       "

Telephone interview with Waybrant on

7 Whitman Oral History, p. 4. According to Whitman, a red
light would light up on her desk and that was her cue to activate
the machine and record the meeting.

Telephone interview with Waybrant on May 21, 1996.

See Ann C. Whitman Diary Series, Eisenhower Library.

i0 Ibid. See also: Telephone interview with Colonel

Robert Dalton, a member of WHCA from 1955 to 1960, on December I,
1995.
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holdings. However, they do not have a machine to play them on,

and, as a result, do not know their contents,n

The Library does have the transcripts which were prepared by

Whitman.12 They are not verbatim transcripts. Rather, they are

summaries of conversations and meetings, which include direct

quotations. The transcripts that Whitman prepared show the

problems she encountered. First, President Eisenhower often did

not activate the machine until a meeting was well underway. The

first paragraph of the transcript for a November 7, 1953, meeting

states:

First time any adequate use of "gadget" for recording
conversations made. It is now fine and a complete
verbatim report of the conversation was made--but the
work! Anyhow, here are the highlights of the
conversation (apparently the President did not turn his
switch until conversation was underway).~3

Second, the voices were often unintelligible.14 The first

sentence of the December i, 1954, transcript states: "The first

approximately half hour of this record was on a tape that was

i~ Eisenhower Library archivists think it unlikely that
these discs contain recordings of Eisenhower’s meetings.

12 There are no records of what Whitman did with the discs
once she transcribed them. She did not discuss this matter in
her 1991 Oral History.

13 Transcript of November 7, 1953, meeting, Ann C. Whitman

Diary Series, Eisenhower Library.

14 I was unable to ascertain whether the voices were
unintelligible because of problems with the machine, such as
static, or because of problems related to placement of the
microphone, causing the voices of the pa~gicipants to be
inaudible.

14



unlistenable." Whitman concluded this transcript by writing that

"the fourth record was also unreadable.’’15 On the transcript of

the meeting between Eisenhower and Queen Fredericka of Greece on

December 9, 1958, Whitman noted that "the Queen’s remarks were

inaudible.,’16 Colonel Robert Dalton, a WHCA technician,

remembers assisting Whitman with this recording, slowing down the

machine’s speed and adjusting the volume to try and make the

conversation more audible.

Why did Eisenhower opt to selectively record some of his meetings

during his Presidency? The transcripts, which Dalton believes

are not complete,18 cover a broad range of issues, both on

domestic and foreign policy matters. They document meetings

between Eisenhower and members of his staff, including his Vice

President, Richard Nixon, politicians, foreign leaders, and

members of the press.

15 Transcript of December i, 1954, meeting, Ann C. Whitman

Diary Series, Eisenhower Library.

~ Transcript of December 9, 1958 meeting, Ann C. Whitman
Diary Series, Eisenhower Library.

Telephone interview with Dalton on December i, 1995.

18 Ibid. Dalton believes that although there are only
twenty-five transcripts, Eisenhower used the recording system on
more than twenty-five occasions.

19 Ann C. Whitman Diary Series finding aid, Eisenhower
Library.
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Rice University professor Francis Lowenheim researched these

transcripts thoroughly in the late 1970s. He wrote that the

transcripts

deal with what the President probably regarded as
politically or potentially sensitive
issues...Eisenhower may well have looked upon these
tapes and transcripts as a kind of literary
insurance.2°

Eisenhower himself told Nixon in 1954 that he thought "it a good

thing, when you’re talking with someone you don’t trust to get a

record made of it." Eisenhower went on to tell his Vice

President that he did not trust everyone he met with and he

wanted to be "protected so that they can’t later report that I

said something else.’’21 In her 1991 oral history, Whitman

recalled recording a meeting between Eisenhower and Indian

Ambassador H.E.G.L. Mehta, stating, "nobody trusted Mehta.’’22

When asked why a President would want to secretly record his

conversations and meetings, Rex Scouten, a long-time White House

employee, replied that the "recordings served a purpose--they

wanted to ensure what was said in the Oval Offfce was reported

accurately afterwards.’’23

20 "Eisenhowem had own secret tapes," Houston Chronicle,
October 21, 1979, p. A-6.

21 Stephen E. Ambrose, Eisenhower: The President, Simon and
Schuster (New York: 1990) p. 203. See also: Stephen E. Ambrose,
Nixon: Ruin and Recovery, 1973-1990, Simon and Schuster (New
York: 1991) p. 195.

1995.

Ann C. Whitman oral history, p. 5, Eisenhower Library.

Telephone interview with Rex Scouten on December 6,
Scouten has been employed in the White House since 1946.

16



He began his career during the Truman administration as a member
of the President’s Secret Service detail. He became Chief Usher
in the Nixon administration and is presently the White House
Curator.

17



John F. Kennedy

John F. Kennedy was the first president to extensively record his

meetings and telephone conversations. In all, he recorded over

300 meetings held in the Ova! Office and Cabinet Room onto 127

reel-to-reel analog tapes, totaling over 248 hours of

conversation. He also recorded 275 of his telephone

conversations onto 73 Dictabelts, totaling twelve hours of

conversation.I The system was a well-guarded and closely-held

secret. Top Kennedy aides, such as Ted Sorensen and Dave Powers

were unaware of the system. Only the President, his personal

Secretary Evelyn Lincoln, Robert Kennedy, and the technicians who

installed and maintained the system knew of its existence.2

Beginning in the summer and fall of 1962, Kennedy selectively

recorded meetings and telephone conversations discussing many

sensitive domestic and foreign policy matters. He recorded

discussions with his aides and state officials during the

integration of the University of Mississippi in 1962. He

recorded discussions concerning the railroad strike and steel

price and wage increases. He recorded meetings and telephone

i Presidential Recordings finding aid, John F. Kennedy
Library. As there is little or no documentation surrounding
President Kennedy’s recording systems, I have had to rely almost
completely on this finding aid for information.

2 Ibid. See also: "JFK extensively taped meetings, log
reveal," Austin American Statesman, February 4, 1982, pages A-I
and A-12.

18



conversations with legislators discussing tax cut proposals and

the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty; other topics included civil rights,

Vietnam, and NATO. Finally, Kennedy recorded almost every

meeting and telephone call he participated in during the Cuban

missile crisis.3

In a 1982 interview with Newsweek, Kennedy’s personal secretary,

Evelyn Lincoln, stated that Kennedy decided to install a taping

system following the failure of the Bay of Pigs invasion.

Lincoln said that Kennedy was furious that members of the

military and Defense Department who initially argued for and

supported the invasion in private, publicly stated that they were

opposed to the plan after the invasion failed4 On another

occasion, Lincoln stated that Kennedy had never listened to any

of the tapes or Dictabelts and had never asked that a transcript

be prepared. Instead, she said they were to be used in preparing

and writing the President’s memoirs after he left office.5

The Cabinet Room and Oval Office Recording System

President Kennedy recorded many of his Oval Office and Cabinet

Room meetings between July 30, 1962, and November 8, 1963. The

system was designed and installed by Secret Service agent Robert

~ Presidential Recordings finding aid, Kennedy Library.

~ "The Kennedy Tapes," Newsweek, July 4, 1982.

Presidential Recordings finding aid, Kennedy Library.
See also: New York Times, December 17, 1995, Section 2, page i.
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Bouck who was responsible for protecting the White House from

electronic eavesdropping. A single recording system was

connected to both the Oval Office and Cabinet Room. This system

was located underneath the Oval Office.

In the Cabinet Room, wires led up from the basement to

microphones hidden in the light fixtures behind the President’s

chair. The President could manually activate the system by

pressing a switch located on the underside of the table by his

place.~ In the Oval Office, the microphones were located in the

kneewell of the President’s desk. Wires were drilled through the

floor and led to the room below where the recording machine was

kept. The on/off switch was also located in the kneewell of his

desk.7

The microphones in the Oval Office and the Cabinet Room were

connected to one machine located underneath the Oval Office.

Bouck installed this system in July 1962. Chester Miller,

another Secret Service agent, assisted Bouck in checking the

machine and changing the reels of tape as necessary. At some

point, Bouck installed a second machine that would automatically

begin recording when the tape on the first machine ran out. Each

6

7

Presidential Recordings finding aid, Kennedy Library.

Ibid.
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tape had a recording time of up to two hours.8 The agents gave

the completed tapes to Evelyn Lincoln who placed them in a locked

cabinet in a small room behind her desk in the West Wing for

safekeeping.9

The agents numbered each reel sequentially, beginning with "I"

and ending with "118"    On tapes where the meeting continued onto

a second reel, the agents added the suffix "a" to indicate that

it was a continuation. However the numerical system was not

precise: several numbers were omitted.I°

A second numerical system exists. This numbering system begins

on the 97th tape and continues through to the end of the series.

Each tape in this numbering system begins with the letter "A".

Strangely, the fi[st number is "A33", and this progression

continues until the series ends with "A57". Archivists believe

that the Secret Service agents monitoring the system assigned

these numbers to the tapes. Still other tapes had no numbers on

8 Letter, Allan Goodrich, Audio-visual archivist, Kennedy
Library, to John Powers, May 8, 1995.

Ibid.

i0 Presidential Recordings finding aid, Kennedy Library.
Archivists at the Kennedy Library believe that there are four
missing tapes (they have transcripts for four meetings for which
there are no tapes). However, they also believe that on
occasion, for unknown reasons, Lincoln "skipped" a number when
assigning a tape a number. They believe this occurred on at
least four occasions.

21



them at all.    Four tapes were marked with an "XX", "XXX", or

"XXXX", and one tape was completely unmarked. Archivists at the’

Kennedy Library were able to locate their positions within the

series and assign them a number.11 Lastly, there are four

numbered transcripts in the series for which there are no tapes.

Sometimes, a tape may contain a recording of only one meeting.

On other occasions, a tape may contain recordings of two or more

meetings. There are conversations and meetings recorded in each

area (Cabinet Room and Oval Office) on one tape since the

microphones from each location went to a single system. If the

President forgot to turn his switch off, the tape recorded room

noise and other unintended and miscellaneous conversations.

Often, the President did not begin recording until the meeting

was well underway. On at least two occasions, cleaning personnel

accidentally activated the system. On many occasions, a meeting

continued from one reel onto the next when the second recording

machine activated.12

The quality of the sounds recorded on the tapes vary greatly from

tape to tape as well as voice to voice. The placement of the

microphones affected the intelligibility of the recorded voices.

11 Ibi~. In these cases, the archivists were able to
determine that they corresponded with the "skipped" numbers. All
but four numbers have been accounted for. It is possible that
these four numbers were simply skipped.

Ibid.
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Voices too close to the microphones are distorted; voices too far

away from the microphones are inaudible. Some participants

mumbled, while others yelled. The microphones picked up many

background noises such as helicopter rotor noise, air

conditioning, clattering of cups, scribbling of pens, and

rustling of papers, to name a few, that obscured the recordings

of the conversations. The microphones in the kneewell of the

President’s desk in the Oval Office also recorded loud and clear

the President’s knees and legs knocking against the desk.13

The Telephone Dictabelt Recording System

The President recorded many of his telephone conversations

between September i0, 1962, and October 29, 1963, using a

Dictaphone system. The Dictaphone machine recorded conversations

onto a Dictabelt Record (hereafter referred to as a Dictabelt)

which was shaped like a belt. The Dictaphone machine would etch

grooves into the Dictabelt as the belt spun in the machine,

recording the conversation.!~ In all, there are seventy-three

Dictabelts, totaling approximately twelve hours of conversations.

According to the "Presidential Recordings Finding Aid" at the

Kennedy Library, these Dictabelts contain "at least 280 separate

conversations or fragments of conversations," and one belt

13 Ibid.

14 Recordings and Transcripts of Conversations: JFK
Assassination Related Conversations finding aid, Johnson Library.
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contains a memorandum dictated by the President for Evelyn

Lincoln to transcribe.15

There are conflicting accounts of who installed the telephone

system. Evelyn .Lincoln recalled that the Dictaphone system was

installed by the telephone company and that the two Secret

Service agents responsible for operating the Cabinet Room and

Oval Office recording system were unaware of its installation.16

However, Sergeant Joseph Wilson, an electronics technician in the

White House Communications Agency (WHCA), stated that he

installed the Kennedy Dictabelt recording system. He recalled

that the system was "an early mode! of the Dictabelt machine.’’17

Both Lincoln and Wilson recall that the Dictaphone machine was

located in a cabinet by Lincoln’s desk. The machine was

connected by wires to the common telephone line shared by her

15 Presidential Recordings finding aid, Kennedy Library.
President Kennedy kept a Dictaphone machine in the Oval Office
next to his desk. The Dictaphone machine is plainly evident in
many photographs taken of Kennedy sitting in the Oval Office. He
used this machine, apparently, for dictation. President Nixon
also kept a Dictaphone machine in both the Oval Office and his
hideaway EOB office. Nixon used these machines to dictate
personal letters for Rose Mary Woods, his personal secretary, to
transcribe. The machines also functioned like a diary; he used
them to record his personal observations and thoughts.

16 Ibid. See also: Robert Bouck Oral History, p. 2.
Bouck stated that he was not involved in the installation of the
telephone recording system. He added that he believed that WHCA
was responsible for its installation.

17 Telephone interview with Joseph Wilson on April 15,
1996.
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desk and the telephone on the President’s desk in the Oval

Office.18

The President would signal Lincoln to record a conversation by

pressing a button on his desk. A red light would light up on her

desk and she would then start the machine. On occasion, the

machine was left running after the intended conversation was

recorded and unintended conversations were then recorded.19

Other times, the telephone was left off the hook and the machine

inadvertently recorded office conversations.2°

Each Dictabelt could record between fifteen and twenty minutes of

conversation. The belts were red and made of sturdy plastic.-

When the machine was recording, a needle made grooves in the

plastic. After a belt was fully recorded, Lincoln would note the

dates and participants on a piece of paper and store it along

with the belt inca locked cabinet in a small room next to the

Oval Office.21

Ibid. and Presidential Recordings finding aid.

!8 Ibid. This would also explain why conversations between
the President and members of his family were recorded as well as
many conversations between Lincoln and other individuals. This
also occurred in some of President Johnson’s Dictabelt
recordings.

Ibid. This also happened frequently on Johnson’s
Dictabelt recordings.

Ibid.
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The numbering scheme employed by Lincoln on the Dictabelt series

is more perplexing than the numbering system on the Cabinet Room

and Oval Office meetings series. In the case of the Dictabelts,

Lincoln numbered seventy Dictabelts "i" through "28", thereby

-assigning the same number to more than one belt.22 In an

interview with Kennedy Library archivist, William Moss, Lincoln

stated that she did not recal! why she used this numbering

system. The first number corresponds to the first Dictabelt

recorded and the last number corresponds to last Dictabelt

recorded.23

Aftermath of the Assassination

Robert Bouck personally dismantled and removed the reel-to-reel

tape recording system from the Cabinet Room and Oval Office on

November 22, 1963, immediately after learning of the President’s

death. However, it seems the Dictaphone recording machine

remained operational during this period and was still in place

when President Johnson moved into the West Wing.24

n Ibid. Originally there were seventy belts in the
series. The Kennedy Library staff located three other belts in
other parts of Kennedy’s files. Lincoln only numbered the
original seventy.

Ibid.

24 Ibi~. See also: Telephone interview with Joseph
Wilson, April 15, 196. Neither Bouck nor Miller removed the
system. In addition, the first Dictabelt recordings from the
Johnson administration are on the same color red belts that the
Kennedy system used. Soon afterwards the belt color would change
to blue.
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As stated earlier, the President Kennedy’s personal secretary,

Evelyn Lincoln, was responsible for custody of all of the

recordings. After the assassination, Lincoln moved from her

office in th~ West Wing to an office in the Old Executive Office

Building, taking the tapes and Dictabelts with her.2~

President Kennedy’s presidential materials initially were

deposited in the main National Archives building in Washington,

D.C. Later, they were moved to the Federal Records Center in

Waltham, Massachusetts, pending receipt of a deed of gift

donating the materials to the government. The deed of gift

donating the Kennedy materials included a section that stated:

This gift...shall not and is not intended to apply to
or embrace such items as John [F.] Kennedy had not
intended to be deposited..or which are determined by
the donors to be of special or private interest to the
personal, family and business affairs...26

Although the tapes and Dictabelts were stored in the Waltham

Records Center and later in the Kennedy Library, they were

excluded from the 1965 deed of gift and the Kennedy family

retained ownership.27 Between 1965 and 1973, many tapes and

Dictabelts were periodically removed by Kennedy family aides.

Presidential Recordings finding aid, Kennedy Library.

z6 Jacqueline Kennedy, Edward Kennedy and Robert Kennedy,
donors, to Lawson Knott, Acting Administrator of General
Services, February 25, 1965. John F. Kennedy deed of gift,
Office of Presidential Libraries, National Archives and Records
Administration.

Presidential Recordings finding aid, Kennedy Library.
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Transcription, which began immediately after the assassination,

continued during this period.28 It is possible that the

executors of the estate wanted to evaluate these records and

determine whether President Kennedy intended to donate them to

the government or if he intended to keep them private.29

On July 17, 1973, the day after Alexander Butterfield’s stunning

revelation, Kennedy Library Director Dan Fenn, announced that

President Kennedy also had a similar recording system and that

the Library had received both Dictabelts and tapes. The

collection included 125 tapes and 68 Dictabelt recordings.3° On

May 23, 1976, the Administrator of the General Services

Administration, Jack Eckerd, accepted the deed of gift

transferring ownership of these recordings from the Kennedy

family to the government.31

28    Ibid. Robert Kennedy asked Evelyn Lincoln to begin
transcribing the tapes and Dictabelts as soon as she moved into
the Old Executive Office Building after the assassination.
Transcription continued after the materials were moved to
Massachusetts and after Robert Kennedy’s death. It is not known
how many tapes and Dictabelts were removed and not returned. At
least one Dictabelt and four tapes are missing from the
collection.

29 A committee, headed by former Kennedy aide Burke
Marshall, now reviews some sensitive documents and tapes to
ensure that their donation is consistent with the terms of the
deed of gift.

30 Stephen Ambrose, Nixon: Ruin and Recovery, 1973-1990,
po 196. The number of tapes and Dictabelts noted by Fenn
eventually proved incorrect after a thorough inventory was taken.

31 John F. Kennedy deed of gift. Apparently, only one
Dictabelt was not included in this deed. The Dictabelt contained
a private conversation between President Kennedy and his wife
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The Kennedy Library archival staff began an extensive effort to

preserve and process the tapes and Dictabelts in late 1981. In

1982, the first increment of recordings and transcripts were made

available to the public. These dealt strictly with domestic

policy issues, especially the integration of the University of

Mississippi.

More recently, the archival staff began reviewing the tapes and

Dictabelts dealing with foreign policy matters. The National

Security Counci!, the Central Intelligence Agency and the

Departments of State and Defense declassified or sanitized many

recordings of the "Ex Comm" meetings held during the Cuban

Missile Crisis. These recordings, along with the other released

tapes, provide many valuable insights detailing the inner

workings of the Kennedy White House that were heretofore unknown.

that Evelyn Lincoln recorded accidentally.
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Lyndon B. Johnson

Introduction

One week after President Johnson’s death on January 22, 1973, his

longtime personal assistant Mildred Stegall transferred to the

Lyndon B. Johnson Library custody of eight sealed Federal Records

Center (FRC) boxes. She stated that Johnson considered the

materials contained in the FRC boxes to be very sensitive and

that he had instructed they were to remain sealed for fifty years

after his death. The boxes contained recordings of some of

Johnson’s telephone conversations from November 22, 1963, through

January 2, 1969. Stegall also transferred custody of reel-to-

reel analog tapes of many meetings held in the Cabinet Room in

1968.I

Lyndon B. Johnson actually began "recording" his telephone

conversations while in the Senate. He had his chief aide, Walter

Jenkins, listen in on the conversation and take shorthand notes.2

He began mechanically recording his telephone conversations while

i Memo of Transfer, Mildred Stegall to Harry Middleton,
January 29, 1973, LBJ Library; and attachment dated July 17,
1973, LBJ Library.

2 Interview with Claudia Anderson, Dictabelt Project
Archivist at the LBJ Library on September 21, 1995. Johnson may
have also used other trusted staff, like Mildred Stegall, to take
shorthand notes.

See also: Historical Materials in the Lyndon Baines
Johnson Library, LBJ Library (Austin: 1988) p. II. This series
is titled "Notes and Transcripts of Johnson Conversations, 1951-
1963," and includes transcripts from both the Senate and Vice
Presidential years.
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Vice President, using an Edison Voicewriter Recorder which used

small, plastic circular discs.3 Following President Kennedy’s

assassination, he began recording his telephone conversations in

his Old Executive Office Building (EOB) office using an IBM

system. Apparently, when he moved into the Oval Office four days

later on November 26, 1963, he initially used Kennedy’s

Dictaphone system.4 Gradually, President Johnson expanded his

use of the Dictaphone system. He began recording his telephone

conversations from other locations, such as in the master bedroom

in the residence section of the White House and at the LBJ Ranch

in Stonewall, Texas. While President, Johnson recorded

approximately 9420 telephone conversations, totaling over 643

hours.5

Beginning in early 1968, Johnson had the White House

Communications Agency (WHCA) install a conventional reel-to-reel

analog recording system in the Cabinet Room and in his small

private office next to the Oval Office. In this series, there

~ The Johnson Library has approximately 160 of these discs,
but does not have any in-house means to play them.

Telephone interview with Wilson, April 15, 1996.

5 Mary Knill, Dictabelt Project Archivist at the LBJ
Library, to John Powers, February 26, 1996, LBJ Library. See
Appendix A for a copy of this table. The Dictabelt Project
archivists at the Johnson Library are continuing to process this
collection. It is possible that additional conversations will be
identified. The figures used in this paper are accurate as of
February 26, 1996.
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are 143 analog tapes, documenting seventy-seven different

meetings.

The recorded telephone conversations cover a variety of topics.

They include: foreign policy, the Vietnam War and peace

negotiations, legislation, civil rights, the economy, politics,

labor issues, appointments, and press relations.6 The 1968

Cabinet Room recordings primarily pertain to the Vietnam War

peace negotiations and the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia,

although there are a few recordings of meetings dealing with

legislative matters, such as the 1968 Tax Bill.7

Telephone Recording Systems

IBM System

President Johnson experimented briefly with an IBM magnetic belt

system for the first two days of his administration, recording

twenty-four conversations onto seven belts8. For unknown

reasons, the Edison Voicewriter system he used while Vice

President was removed. The new IBM system was apparently set up

in his Vice Presidentia! office in the Old Executive Office

6 Interview with Regina Greenwell, Dictabelt Project
Archivist, Lyndon B. Johnson Library, January i0, 1996.

7    I interviewed several former Johnson administration
officials. They all believed that the Cabinet Room system was
installed strictly to record all of the White House deliberations
of the Vietnam War peace negotiations.

8 Recordings and Transcripts of Conversations: JFK
Assassination-Related Conversations finding aid, LBJ Library.
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Building (EOB) around the time of his return to the White House

after President Kennedy’s assassination.9 The IBM machine used

magnetic belts and, like Dictabelts, recorded conversations as

the belt spun in the machine. The few magnetic belts that the

Johnson Library have are largely unintelligible, containing

machine hiss and static that obscure the conversations.I°

Dictaphone System

President Johnson only used the IBM system for two days,

replacing it with a Dictaphone system. Johnson Library

archivists believe that President Johnson initially used a

Dictaphone machine which could record up to 30 minutes worth of

conversations on a single belt. The archivists believe that,

early in 1964, he switched to a machine that used 15-minute long

belts.11

9 Ibid. I have been unable to determine why and when the
Edison Voicewriter system was replaced, or how many IBM machines
were installed. Johnson Library archivists believe that the IBM
system was used for only two days because there are no IBM
magnetic belts of telephone conversations dated before November
22, 1963, or after" November 23, 1963. All recorded telephone
conversations from November 24, 1963, onward are on Dictabelts.

i0 Ibid. Although the conversations are unintelligible,
there are transcripts for these conversations.

I~    Ibid. Johnson Library archivists have found only one
memo noting the existence of a 30-minute machine. The Dictaphone
machines used by the archivists were not the same machines used
during the Johnson administration. The later models used by the
archivists to process the collection have a manual speed variance
contro!. The archivists found it difficult to replicate’ the
original playing speed.
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Physically, all the Dictabelts are made out of a transparent

plastic material. The earliest Dictabelts were red in color, the

same.color as the Dictabelts used to record Kennedy’s

conversations. However, most of Johnson’s Dictabelts are blue.

Each Dictaphone machine held two Dictabelts, and the machine

would automatically switch to the second belt and begin recording

before the first belt ended, resulting in an overlap. This way,

there was no interruption in the recording of a conversation.12

When he moved into the Oval Office on November 26, 1963, the one

Dictaphone machine used by Evelyn Lincoln to record President

Kennedy’s conversations was still in place.13 Marie Fehmer

occupied Lincoln’s desk and used her machine.14 Apparently,

Johnson had the WHCA technicians install a new machine on each of

his other three secretaries’ desks.15 The machines were

physically located inside the kneewells of each secretary’s

typing desk. From their office next to the Oval Office, the

President’s secretaries could record the President’s

conversations on the telephone lines that went into the Oval

Office and the Little Lounge next to the Oval Office.IG

12 Telephone interview with Wilson, April 15, 1996.

~3    Ibid.    See also: Presidential Recordinqs finding aid,
Kennedy Library.

Interview with Boozer, November 30, 1995, LBJ Library.

Telephone interview with Wilson, April 15, 1996.

Ibid. See also: Telephone interview with Jack
Albright, Commanding General, White House Communications Agency,
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.Gradually, Johnson had WHCA install Dictaphones in several

locations because he desired "complete coverage.’’17 Dictaphone

recorders were installed in his bedroom in the residence section

of the White House, at Camp David, and in two locations in Texas:

in his office and bedroom on his ranch in Stonewall.Is The

President himself controlled the switch on the machines attached

to the telephones in his bedrooms while his secretaries

controlled the switches to all the other Dictaphone machines.19

In addition, WHCA installed Dictabelt machines in the White House

Situation Room and on the desk of the Duty Officer in the

Communications Center.2° Johnson also wanted a portable system

1965-1973, on December 12, 1995. Wilson recalled that the
Dictaphones were not tied to certain telephones. Rather, they
were tied to phone lines going into the Ova! Office and lounge.

17 Telephone interview with Albright on December 12, 1995.
The Dictaphone recorders were code-named "Charlie Brown’s" by
WHCA personnel.

i~ Bill Gulley with Mary Ellen Reese, Breaking Cover, Simon
and Schuster (New York: 1980) pp. 77-85. See also: Telephone
interview with Albright, December 12, 1995; interview with
Boozer, November 30, 1995; "Memo for the Record: Meeting with
Yolanda Boozer and Mildred Stegall," August 25, 1993, LBJ
Library.             ~

19 Telephone interview with Paul Glynn, Military Aide to
the President, 1960-1971, February 28, 1996.

20 Breaking Cover, p. 83. See also: telephone interview
with Albright, December 12, 1995. These machines were controlled
by Communications Center personnel. On occasion, they would
record the President speaking to an individual, but more often
than not, they would record the Duty Officer speaking with
another individua!. Archivists have filed these recordings in a
separate series titled "Situation Room Recordings."
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that he could use when he traveled outside of Washington, D.C.21

Although this machine was not used regularly, there are some

recordings of the President speaking on the telephone while he

traveled.

With one exception, President Johnson ordered all traces of the

Dictaphone systems removed in mid-December 1968. WHCA removed

the machines in the White House and at Camp David over the

weekend of December 28, 1968. However, they left the machines at

the President’s ranch in place.22

When he was in the Oval Office or Little Lounge and wanted a

telephone conversation recorded, Johnson would tell whichever one

of his secretaries he was speaking with at the time to "take

this.’’23 Other times, if the conversation was already in

progress, and he only then decided he wanted the conversation

recorded, he apparently would press a button on his telephone

signaling his secretary. The secretary would look in the Oval

Office at Johnson and he would motion to her to’record the

conversation by twirling his finger in the air. She would then

21 Ibid, p. 82. See also: Telephone interview with
Wilson, April 15, 1996; telephone interview with Glynn, February
28, 1996. Glynn recalled that LBJ primarily used this system for
dictation.

22 Breaking Cover, p. 84. See also: Telephone interview
with Albright on December 12, 1995.

~3 Interview with Boozer on November 30, 1995, LBJ Library.
In some cases, Johnson’s orders to "take this" were accidentally
recorded when the Dictaphone machine was left on.
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return to her desk and begin recording the conversation.24 The

secretary would activate her machine, and it would begin

recording the minute the telephone line became active and go into

pause mode the minute the line was no longer in use. If the

secretary did not de-activate the machine, it would begin

recording again as soon as that phone line became active.2s As a

result, some conversations were accidentally recorded, including

conversations in which the President was not a participant. In

addition, President Johnson recorded many telephone conversations

while using his speakerphone. While the party Johnson was

speaking to hung up the phone, on occasion, Johnson did not turn

off his speakerphone. As a result, portions of some office

conversations were recorded onto the Dictabelts.26

When a Dictabelt was full, the secretary would note the date,

times, and the names of the participants on a slip and attach it

to the Dictabelt.27 Not all conversations were logged on the

slip. Office conversations and all other accidentally recorded

conversations as well as those conversations with the secretaries

Juanita R~berts Oral History, AC 84-20, p. 8.

2s The President and his secretaries used the same phone
lines. Thus, if a secretary forgot to de-activate the Dictaphone
machine, it would begin recording the minute either the Secretary
or the President picked up the phone attached to that line.

~6    Recordings and Transcripts of Conversations: JFK
Assassination-Related Conversations finding aid, LBJ Library.

~7 Not all Dictabelts had slips attached to them. Some had
notations in grease penci! written directly on the belts. Still
others had no notes at al!.
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were not logged. For the most part, the secretaries logged the

conversations that they were aware of, or that the President had

asked them to record.28 The first Dictabelt of each day was

assigned the number "i." As the day progressed, and more and

more Dictabelts were recorded, these Dictabelts were assigned

sequential numbers. Often there is only one recorded Dictabelt

for a single day. Many days there are no recordings. However,

on occasion, there are as many as eight or nine Dictabelts.

These would be labeled "i" through "8" or "9."

In addition, the secretaries would often note on the President’s

Daily Diary that a conversation was recorded. In these cases,

the entries for telephone calls have a "b" with the appropriate

Dictabelt number following the person’s name, as in "b.l."

Sometimes secretaries placed a "nr" or "n/r", for "not recorded,"

after the person’s name when a conversation was not recorded.29

There are many instances in which the secretaries did not enter

this information in the Diary. Yolanda Boozer, one of President

Johnson’s personal secretaries, stated that often there was too

much other work to be done, and they did not have the chance to

go back later and add the information to the Diary.~° At some

28 Interview with Boozer on November 30, 1995. Johnson
Library archivists found these slips to be very accurate and used
them to compile an initial inventory of the collection.

29 Diaries and Logs, finding aid, LBJ Library, p. 3.

30    Interview with Boozer, November 30, 1995, LBJ Library.
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point during Johnson’s second term, the secretaries stopped

writing this information in the Diary completely.

For the last five weeks of 1963, President Johnson used his

telephone recording systems extensively, recording over 800

telephone conversations in only 39 days.31 In 1964, he continued

to use the Dictabelt system heavily, recording over 4600

conversations throughout the year. However, in 1965 and

subsequent years, the number of Dictabelt recordings dropped

sharply. In 1965, Johnson recorded approximately 1780

conversations; in 1966, this number decreased to around 1240; and

in 1967, Johnson recorded only about 350 conversations. The

number of recorded conversations increased slightly in 1968, to

around 560.~2

Johnson Library archivists do not fully understand why the number

of recordings dropped so dramatically. Yolanda Boozer stated

that the secretaries not only disliked transcribing the Dictabelt

recordings, they disliked recording the conversations altogether.

3~ Mary Knill to John Powers, February 26, 1996, .LBJ
Library. See Appendix A for a table detailing the year-by-year
breakdown of the number of conversations recorded and the
approximate number of hours, and the definition of the term
"conversation" as used in this paper and as used by Johnson
Library archivists. For 1963, just under 700 unique
conversations have been processed under the specia! circumstances
of the JFK Assassination Records Collection Act of 1993.

~2 James R. Jones, President Johnson’s appointments
secretary in 1968, attributes this slight increase in 1968 to
Johnson’s efforts to end the Vietnam War.
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Boozer said that the Dictabelt recordings not only took up a

tremendous amount of their time, but they also interfered with

their work through constant interruptions.3~ Jack Albright and

other members of the White House staff suggested that Johnson, in

constant fear of leaks during his second term, was afraid that

the existence of the Dictaphone system would become known.

Therefore, he used the system infrequently and carefully.~4 Paul

Glynn, the President’s military aide from 1960-1971, also noticed

a drop in the number of recordings. He suggested that Johnson

recorded more often in the first fourteen months of his

administration because he dealt "with so many different issues.

He was trying to do everything and by recording, he could have

that information right there in front of him.’’~s

Although most of the recorded conversations from November 1963,

and early December 1963, discuss the assassination and transition

of government, most of the December 1963, and remaining

conversations from 1964 through 1969, cover a wide variety of

topics. When asked if President Johnson specifically recorded

certain topics or individuals, Dictabelt Project Archivist Regina

Greenwell stated that there does not appear to be any discernible

pattern to the recordings and "the conversations cover the entire

Interview with Boozer on November 30, 1995.

Telephone interview with Albright on December 12, 1995.

Telephone interview with Glynn, February 28, 1996.
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gamut of presidential possibilities.’’36 Johnson recorded

conversations discussing foreign policy, legislation,

congressional relations, domestic initiatives, public relations,

and a host of other presidential topics and issues. However, he

occasionally recorded conversations discussing politics,

including Texas politics, and personal business. Johnson

recorded conversations with congressmen, governors, department

and agency officials, members of the White House staff, and

foreign leaders, but he also recorded personal conversations with

friends and family.37

On occasion, the President asked that transcripts be prepared of

some of the conversations he had recorded. Often "he wanted to

know what he said, right after he said it.’’38 Either the

President or Juanita Roberts, the most senior of the President’s

secretaries, would ask that a certain conversation be

transcribed.39 With the exception of Roberts, all of the

36 Memo, Regina Greenwell to John Powers, January i0, 1996,
LBJ Library.

37 Interview with Claudia Anderson at the LBJ Library,
January 4, 1996. Possibly, conversations with family members may
have been recorded accidentally.

Telephone .interview with Albright, December 12, 1995.

39 "Memo for the Record: Meeting with Mildred Stegall and
Yolanda Boozer," August 25, 1993, LBJ Library. The LBJ Library
Archives staff estimates that roughly 40% of the conversations
recorded on the Dictabelts have either been transcribed or
summarized.
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President’s secretaries participated in preparing transcripts.

The secretaries typed the transcripts in standard manifold sets

consisting of an original and four carbon copies.    The

secretaries generally transcribed the conversations in the

evenings. The office was more secure, there was less work to do,

and they could concentrate on transcription.4°

Transcription was difficult "and tough to keep up with,"

according to Boozer. For the first few months following the

assassination, Boozer stated that she did little else but

transcribe telephone conversations.41 A much higher percentage

of transcripts exists for recordings from 1963 and 1964 than for

recordings from the second term. Although Johnson used the

Dictaphone system less after 1964, far fewer conversations were

transcribed. Boozer recalled that not only was there simply too

much other work to do but they also did not like transcribing

conversations.

Transcribing was not easy. Although many recordings are clear

and easy to understand, many others are not. Often, there was

substantial machine noise; other times the telephone connection

was poor. In addition to mechanical problems, there were speech

problems too. People frequently spoke in sentence fragments,

40 Interview with Boozer, November 30, 1993, LBJ Library.
See also: "Memo for the Record: Meeting with Mildred Stegall and
Yolanda Boozer," August 25, 1993, LBJ Library.

Ibid.
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adding "uh’s" and "ah’s"    Other times, people extended sentences

by adding "and" after "and." People mumbled, slurred words,

spoke fast, and spoke with difficult to understand accents.

Boozer recalled that conversations between the President and

Senator Everett Dirksen were especially "tough to understand.’’42

According to James R. Jones, Marvin Watson’s chief aide from 1965

to 1967 and Deputy Assistant to the President in 1968, the

President occasionally used the transcripts while in office. He

Used them "to refresh his memory and find out exactly what was

said. ,,43 When speaking with the same individual again, he would

use them to refer back to their previous conversation.44

Occasionally, these transcripts would be included in the

President’s Night Reading. According to Boozer, Johnson

occasionally would edit and make corrections to transcripts.

She also stated that many transcripts and summaries of

conversations were prepared after Johnson left the White House

and that they were used in writing The Vantage Point .46

42

43

Library.

44

45

46

Ibid.

Interview with James R. Jones, March 19, 1996, LBJ

Telephone interview with Glynn, February 28, 1996.

Interview with Boozer on November 30, 1995.

Ibid. From their research, Johnson Library archivists
believe that the conversation summaries were prepared during the
post-presidential period.
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The secretaries gave the recorded Dictabelts and their

identifying belt slips and any transcripts to Roberts who later

gave them to Mildred Stegall, who was~responsible for maintaining

these files. The transcripts, apparently, were stored separately

from the Dictabelts and filed in two series: a white carbon copy

in an alphabetical name file, filed according to the last name of

the person speaking with the President, and a yellow carbon copy

in a chronological file, filed according to the date that the

conversation took place.47

The Dictabelt collection is not complete: at least one Dictabelt

recording is missing. According to the President’s Daily Diary

for Thanksgiving Day 1966, Johnson spoke to Supreme Court Justice

Abe Fortas from his Ranch in Texas.

telephone call noted that the "belt

President’s instruction.’’48

The Diary entry for that

[was] destroyed on

Johnson, according to Stegall, considered these records to be

extremely sensitive, stating:

On an average of once every six months from 1964 until
his death he would ask me for my assurance that this

47 Copies from one file are not always in the other. In
the post-presidential period, Stegall continued to add
transcripts and summaries to the files as they were prepared.
These files were used extensively in preparing The Vantage Point.

48 November 24, 1966, The President’s Daily Diary, Box 8,
LBJ Library.
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material was in a secure vault. He repeatedly stressed
that no one was to have access to it.4~

Stegall kept these recordings locked in a large safe in her

office in the West Wing of the White House. Later, after Johnson

left the White House and returned to Austin, Texas, Stegall was

the custodian of these Dictabelts, and these materials were not

specifically identified in President Johnson’s original Letter of

Intent of August 13, 1965.s°

The Cabinet Room and Lounge Recording Systems

On December 16, 1967, President Johnson’s special assistant

Marvin Watson instructed Jack Albright, the Commanding General of

the White House Communications Agency (WHCA) to install a

recording system in the Cabinet Room and in the President’s

private lounge next to the Oval Office.sl The two systems that

were installed required the President to flip a switch to begin

recording. Of the 143 analog tapes in this series, only five

document meetings held in the small lounge. The remaining 138

are recordings of meetings held in the Cabinet Room between

February 2, 1968, and December 9, 1968. In addition to the

49 Memo of Transfer, Stegall to Middleton, January 29,
1973, and attachment dated July 17, 1973, LBJ Library.

s0 Stegall also controlled access to the Cabinet Room
recordings series, and these recordings were not specifically
included in the 1965 Letter of Intent.

51 Breaking Cover, p. 79. See also: telephone interview

with Albright, December 12, 1995. See Appendix B for a 1968
diagram of the West Wing of the White House.
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recordings, the series also contained many transcripts of the

meetings, prepared by Mildred Stegall.52

Both the Cabinet Room and lounge recording systems were installed

over the weekend of January 19, 1968, by Sergeant First Class

Joseph B. Wilson and Navy Yeoman Gordon Olson under the

supervision of Lieutenant Colonel James Adams.53 Adams was

responsible for the White House Residence Branch of WHCA. He was

responsible for maintaining the White House switchboard, the

telephone systems, the "triple" television sets and news wire

machines throughout the White House, and the pager buzzers to

aides and secretaries,s4

The Lounge System

The lounge was located adjacent to the Oval Office. It was

originally designed for President Eisenhower following one of his

heart attacks. He could rest there without having to walk all

~2 "Memo for the Record: Meeting with Mildred Stegall and
Yolanda Boozer," August 25, 1993, LBJ Library.

s3 Telephone ~nterview with Wilson on April 15, 1996. See
also: Telephone interview with Gordon Olson, April 15, 1996;
telephone interview with Albright, December 12, 1995; Breaking
Cover, pp. 78-79.

~4 Telephone interview with Wilson, April 15, 1996. See
also: telephone interview with Robert Dalton, Executive Officer
of WHCA, 1965-1969, December i, 1995. President Johnson also had
several direct lines to aides’ offices and houses which were
installed by Adams’ branch. Adams was also responsible for
installing and maintaining the Fresca and coffee buzzers in the
White House. If any problems with the Dictaphone machines
developed, they called Adams’ office.
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the way back to the mansion. People in the Johnson

administration called this the "Little Lounge.’’Ss Johnson felt

that the lounge provided an informal and intimate setting to

conduct business,56 using this small office to conduct one-on-one

meetings with individuals who were more susceptible to the

"Johnson treatment" in a personal setting.57 He also used the

little lounge for privacy and to relax. It was equipped with

three small television sets, the Fresca and coffee buttonssS, and

direct telephone lines and pager buzzers to his chief aides.

Johnson preferred informal settings and this office provided a

relaxed atmosphere, placing everyone at ease. There, he could

dictate memos, have informa! conversations and meetings, read his

Night Reading materials, and place telephone calls while

relaxing,s9

See Appendix C for a diagram of the lounge.

also:
56

57

Interview with Jones, March 19, 1996, LBJ Library. See
interview with Boozer on November 30, 1995, LBJ Library.

Interview with Jones, March 19, 1996, LBJ Library.

~8    President Johnson had control boxes installed in his
White House offices. Typically, the control boxes were equipped
with two buzzers to page his secretary and Chief of Staff, and
two buttons to page the military valet who was stationed in a
small office next to the Oval Office. The valet would bring him
either a Fresca soft drink or coffee, depending on which button
the President pushed.

s9 Interview with Boozer on November 30, 1995.
interview with Jones, March 19, 1996.

See also:



Olson and Wilson installed two small microphones in the lounge.6°

The control switch was located on the President’s writing table

below the "triple" television sets.61 The activation switch was

attached to the control box containing the Fresca and coffee

switches and pager buzzers to his aides. The system was removed

over the weekend of December 28, 1968.62

The Tandberg recording machine for the lounge was located in the

basement of the West Wing of the White House in Adams’ office

along with the two recording machines for the Cabinet Room. They

were kept in a locked cabinet, hidden from view.63 The recorded

tapes were delivered to Mildred Stegall by WHCA technicians.64

She labeled the Little Lounge recordings "little," and filed them

in her safe.

60 Telephone interviews with Wilson and Olson, April 15,
1996.

Ibid.

62 Breaking Cover, p. 84. In my telephone interview with
Albright, he mista’kenly believed that the two analog recording
systems were removed in either late Summer of early Fall of 1968
because the systems were not satisfactory.

63 Telephone interviews with Olson and Wilson, April 15-,
1996. See also: Breaking Cover, p. 79; telephone interview with
Albright on December 12, 1995. Although Albright mistakenly
believed that the Little Lounge recording machine was kept in the
lounge itself, he recalled that the Cabinet Room system was
located in the basement.

64 "Memo for the Record: Meeting with Mildred Stegall and
Yolanda Boozer," August 25, 1993, LBJ Library.
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Albright recalled that the Little Lounge system was rarely used,

although he believes that it was used on more than five

occasions.65 There are only five recordings from this location,

and none of those tapes were transcribed. The few recordings~

that do exist are difficult to understand. There is significant

background noise and voices are barely audible,, possibly because

of the distance between the speakers and the microphones. In

addition, it appears as though the President simply decided to

flip the switch at random times: none of the five tapes are of

recorded meetings. Rather, they appear to contain general

conversation interspersed with long periods of room noise. Most

of the recorded tapes in this "Little Lounge" series contain

nothing but recorded room noise, suggesting that the President

flipped the recording switch for an unknown reason and forgot to

turn it off. Quite possibly, he also could have flipped the

recording switch mistakenly.66

The Cabinet Room System

President Johnson used the Cabinet Room for many different types

of activities. In addition to holding Cabinet meetings there,

Johnson used this room for holding national security meetings,

foreign and domestic policy meetings, and for meeting with large

groups of individuals, such as congressional leaders. Many

65 Telephone interview with Albrighton December 12, 1995.

~ As with the Cabinet Room system, the recording switch
was on a control panel with the Fresca and coffee switches as
well as aides’ buzzers.
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Vietnam briefings were conducted in the Cabinet Room. In

addition, the Cabinet Room was large enough to accommodate more

people than the Oval Office and yet provided the same formal,

business-like atmosphere.

The Cabinet Room system was also installed on January 19, 1968.

During installation, Wilson and Olson drilled eight holes into

the underneath portion of the Cabinet Room table.67 Microphones

the size of a lapel pin were then inserted and connected to a

central mixer in the middle of the underneath portion of the

table. 68

The switch controlling the recording system was located on the

table by the President’s chair. Like the lounge system, the

control box also contained buttons to summon his aides and

secretaries as well as buttons for refreshments.~9 Wires leading

from the mixer were drilled through the floor of the Cabinet Room

to the basement of the West Wing, and led to Adams’ office. As

~7 Breaking Cover, p. 80. See Appendix D for a schematic
drawing of the placement of the microphones in the Cabinet Room
table.

~8 Telephone interviews with Olson and Wilson, April 15,
1996. See also: telephone interview with Albright on December
12, 1995.

~9 Breaking Cover, pp. 79-80. See also: telephone
interview with Bill Gulley on October 17, 1995.
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with the Little Lounge system, the recording machines were

located in the locked cabinet in his office.7°

The President had to manually press a switch to begin recording a

meeting.71 Often, he activated the recording system while the

meeting was already in progress. Usually, from comparing the

meeting times on the President’s Daily Diary to the running time

of the recorded meeting, only the first few minutes were not

recorded. However, there are a few recordings which begin in the

middle of the meeting. On one occasion, he turned the system on

just as the meeting was ending.72 Other times, the President

turned the machine off before the meeting ended.

More often than not, the President forgot to turn the machine off

as the meeting ended. As a result, much general conversation was

recorded. Conversations immediately following the meeting were

usually unintelligible because everyone spoke at once. There

were long periods of recorded room "silence," broken by short

periods of noise and conversation when a cleaning crew entered

70 Ibid. See ilso:
Wilson, April 15, 1996.

telephone interviews with Olson and

71 With isolated exceptions, the machines recorded at a
speed of 1 7/8 inches per second, allowing for up to three hours
of recording time per reel. Although most of the recordings end
well before three hours, there are tapes that have been entirely
recorded.

72 It is possible that he intended to press another switch
on the control box but accidentally pressed the recording system
switch.
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the room to remove the glasses from the table and vacuum the

floor. On rare occasions, other meetings which often did not

include the President were unintentionally recorded.73

A second system was installed in the Cabinet Room in the early

part of April 1968.74 Olson recalled that the second system was

installed for two reasons. First, it was "standard operating

procedure to have a back-up for all electronic machines, just in

case one failed." He believed that this second system was a

"back-up system which would record along with the other machine,

just in case the first one failed.’’75 Second, both he and

Albright recalled that the President was not happy with the

recording system because the recordings were too difficult to

understand. Some voices were faint while others were too loud

and, as a result, distorted. Albright remembered that WHCA

"experimented" to see if they could solve the intelligibility

problem by installing a second system. The one switch on the

Interview with Regina Greenwell, Archivist, LBJ Library.

7~    Johnson Library archivists have not located any recgrds
indicating when this second system was installed. Albright does
not recall the date other than it was in the spring. The meeting
recorded on April 2, 1968, only has one recording. The recording
of the meeting on the next day, April 3, 1968, is the first
meeting of the series to have dual recordings. For the most
part, a vast majority of the meetings recorded after this date
have "concurrent" recordings.

Telephone interview with Olson, April, 15, 1996.
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control box by the President’s chair would automatically operate

both machines.76

Tape reels from the original system were labeled "i" by WHCA

technicians, and tape reels from the second system were labeled

"2.’’77 Completed tapes were brought to Mildred Stegall. She

inscribed "big" on these tapes. "Big" denoted that these tapes

were recordings of meetings held in the Cabinet Room. Stegall

was the only individua! who transcribed these meeting tapes.78

As with the Dictabelt transcripts, some of the meeting

transcripts were apparently included in the President’s Night

Reading material. On occasion, he would annotate or make

corrections on the transcripts. The transcripts were then

returned to Stegall who filed them with the analog tapes in her

safe.79

It is possible that some of the Cabinet Room tapes were erased

and used a second time. There are two transcripts in the series

76 Ibid. and telephone interview with Albright on December

12, 1995.             ~

7v Telephone interview with Albright on December 12, 1995.
Johnson Library archivists call these twin recordings
"concurrent" recordings: there are subtle differences between the
two recordings. Depending on the location of the speaker, the
voice will differ on concurrent tape "i" from concurrent tape
"2. "

v8    "Memo for the Record: Meeting with Mildred Stegall and
Yolanda Boozer," August 25, 1993, LBJ Library.

79 Ibid. and Memo of Transfer, Stegall to Middleton,
January 29, 1973, and attachment, July 17, 1973, LBJ Library.
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for which there are no tapes. There are many tapes which "click"

on and begin recording, only to quickly "click" off and go blank.

Almost immediately following the second "click," the machine

"clicks" on again and the recording of the meeting begins.

Albright recalled that, on a few occasions, WHCA did re-use some

.of the tapes once they had been transcribed. He believed that

Johnson was primarily interested in having the transcript of what

was said.s°

As stated earlier, the recordings proved difficult to understand.

The installation of the second system was not successful in

improving the quality of the recorded sound. There are many

reasons for the poor sound quality on these recordings. The

recording system that was used was cheap and inadequate. The

microphones were not suited for this type of recording.81 They

picked up a tremendous amount of background noise, such as people

coughing or having side conversations. On occasion, they also

recorded the sound of helicopter blades whirling on the White

House lawn or the sounds of sirens of emergency vehicles passing

the White House.82

80 Telephone interview with Albright on December 12, 1995.

81 Ibid. See also: telephone interview with Olson, April
15, 1996.

82 Telephone interview with Albright, December 12, 1995.
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One recording appeared to have been "jammed." On April 3, 1968,

Robert F. Kennedy and Ted Sorensen met with the President in the

Cabinet Room. Although Johnson’s recording system was a closely

held secret, Albright and Juanita Roberts believed that Robert

Kennedy knew about Johnson’s system.83 Roberts mentioned an

earlier Oval Office meeting between Robert Kennedy and Johnson in

1964. Johnson had a speakerphone on his desk with a button that

glowed red when activated. Roberts believed that when Kennedy

saw this button glowing red, he assumed it was recording their

conversation.84 Apparently, for their April 3, 1968, meeting,

Kennedy brought a briefcase with him and kept it at his feet

during the entire meeting.

completely unintelligible.

the duration of the meeting.

The recording of this meeting is

There is a constant "buzz" sound for

After listening to the tape,

Albright told the President that Kennedy must have jammed the

recording of the meeting "with an electronic buzzer.’’s5

s3 Ibid. See also: Juanita Roberts Oral History, AC 84-20,
LBJ Library, p. 8.

s4 Juanita R~berts Oral History, AC 84-20, p. 8. The
Dictabelt collection does, in fact, contain a recording of part
of an office meeting between Robert Kennedy and President Johnson
in 1964.

s5 Telephone interview with Albright on December 12, 1995.
See also: Telephone interview with Gulley on October 17, 1995.
Gulley recalled that Kennedy aides "bragged about jamming the
meeting." Gulley mistakenly thought that the second system was
installed immediately following this meeting to prevent any
future jamming incidents. When asked about the possibility of
Kennedy "jamming" the meeting, both Olson and Wilson thought it
unlikely.
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The placement of the microphones on the Cabinet Room table caused

intelligibility problems. They recorded table noise such as

people setting their glasses down on the table or emptying their

pipes in the ashtrays. They recorded knees knocking against the

underside of the table.86 In addition, wires were unprotected

and not insulated, resulting in interference.87 Olson recalled

that, in fact, the air conditioning system did cause

interference.88 Johnson was also constantly worried about costs.

In this case, WHCA probably installed a cheaper system that was

"adequate" for the job, while keeping costs down.89

Johnson’s Reasons for Recording Conversations and Meetings

President Johnson, according to a former White House aide, was

determined to end much of the wiretapping done by the Kennedy

administration. He issued orders to federal agencies prohibiting

wiretapping except in national security cases, specifically

mentioning this prohibition in the 1967 State of the Union

Telephone .interview with Albright on December 12, 1995.

87 Telephone interview with Charles Mayn, Audio Specialist,
Special Media Preservation Branch, National Archives and Records
Administration, on December 21, 1995. There are instances where
a second conversation breaks in and blocks the recording of the
meeting. Quite likely these conversations are between
individuals using radios to communicate to each other (Marine 1
helicopter pilots, Secret Service agents, or other WHCA
personnel).

Telephone interview with Olson, April 15, 1996.

Ibid.
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Address.9° Johnson did not believe his recording systems were

"wiretapping" or eavesdropping systems. Rather, he believed that

they were to be used to create a record of a conversation or

meeting.

President Johnson "was always collecting information," according

to his Press Secretary, George Reedy, and he "was always

concerned about the present.’’91 He insisted on having as much

information as possible on an issue before making a decision.92

According to Albright, Johnson was "the type of person who Wanted

to know exactly what he said to someone, one minute after he said

it.’’~3 James R. Jones, President Johnson’s Appointments

Secretary in 1968, recalled that the Cabinet Room recording

system was installed primarily to record meetings concerning the

Vietnam War peace negotiations: "many peace feelers [were] being

explored and the nuance of words meant very much." According ’to

Jones, "President Johnson wanted an accurate record of what was

said so that he could refer to those conversations.’’~4

90 Joseph A. Califano, The Triumph and Tragedy of Lyndon
Johnson, Simon and Schuster (New York: 1991) p. 183 and 187.

91 Telephone interview with George Reedy on August 16,
1995.

Interview with Jones, March 19, 1996, LBJ Library.

Telephone interview with Albright on December 12, 1995.

Letter from James R. Jones to John Powers, December 26,
1995, LBJ Library.
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Many believe it was for this reason that he would tell his chief

aide, Walter Jenkins, and later Marvin Watson and James Jones,

which conversations he wanted transcribed. Jenkins (and later

Watson) would have the President’s secretaries transcribe those

conversations. Johnson used many of the transcripts to collect

precise information on an issue. The transcripts were filed in

Stegall’s safe and could be retrieved on a moments notice to

provide additional information.9s

Secondly, as President, Johnson was concerned that his statements

and wishes were accurately reported and carried out. The

recording systems were a means of "protection," a way to ensure

this was done.96 The President met with many people each day,

issuing orders and providing and receiving advice. Sometimes,

people meeting with the President would honestly misinterpret

what had been said. Other times, people would purposefully

misinterpret Johnson’s orders for their own benefit. In

addition, a person meeting with the President might tell him one

thing in private and then publicly tell the press the opposite.9~

9s It is interesting to note that Johnson was the only
President to actively "use" his recordings while in office which
certainly suggests that these recordings were, for him, an
important means of gathering information.

Telephone interview with Reedy on August 16, 1995.

97 Ibid. See also: telephone interview with Albright on
December 12, 1995.
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Lastly, President Johnson used transcripts and summaries of the

recordings in writing his memoirs, The Vantage Point. According

to Richard Nixon, Johnson told him in late 1970 that it had been

a mistake to remove the recording system because Johnson’s "tapes

were invaluable in preparing his memoirs.’’98 Yolanda Boozer

stated that Johnson did, in fact, use many of his meeting and

telephone conversation transcripts in writing The Vantage

Point.99 In the preface of the book, Johnson wrote that he "had

drawn heavily on the printed record--public papers, memoranda,

notes from meetings and from phone calls, diaries, letters,

Secret Service logs, and so on.’’I°° In fact, portions of many

transcripts were used verbatim throughout the book.

Conclusion

Although the letter of transfer donating the recordings specified

that they were to remain sealed for fifty years, the Library

staff was concerned about the potential deterioration of the

collection should they remain sealed for fifty years. Harry

Middleton, the Director of the Johnson Library, felt that the

Library had the obligation to ensure that the collection was

98 Richard Nixon, RN: Memoirs of Richard Nixon, Grosset and
Dunlap (New York: 1978) p. 501.

99 Interview with Boozer on November 30, 1995, LBJ Library.

100 Lyndon B. Johnson, The Vantage Point, Holt, Reinhart and
Winston (New York: 1971) p. x.
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preserved. As.a result, the archivists began initial

preservation efforts in the mid-1970s.I°I

In 1990, after conferring with Don Wilson, the Archivist of the

United States, Gary Brooks, the NAR_A General Counsel, and Larry

Temple, a member of the LBJ Foundation Board of Directors who

also served in the Johnson White House as Special Counsel,

Middleton decided he had the lega! authority to break the seal

and begin processing the collection for public release, believing

that it was "historically very important.’’I°2 After informing

Mrs. Johnson of his decision, archivists began taking necessary

steps to preserve and duplicate this collection. Later, in

response to the John F. Kennedy Assassinations Records Collection

Act of 1992, al! known recorded telephone conversations

identified as relating to the assassination of President Kennedy

were released to the public on November 30, 1993.1°3 These

released conversations have been included in several books and

television programs about the assassination. They have provided

i01 Interview with Harry Middleton, Director of the Johnson
Library, May 22, 1996. The initial efforts mainly consisted of
identification and some description. Although the reel-to-reel
collection was partially duplicated at this time, none of the
Dictabelts were duplicated.

i02 Ibid.

i03 Recordings and Transcripts of Conversations, JFK
Assassination Related Conversations finding aid, LBJ Library,
p. 4. Portions of a few of these telephone conversations remain
closed due to national security or privacy concerns.
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Richard M. Nixon

From February 16, 1971, through July 12, 1973, President Richard

Nixon secretly recorded over 3,700 hours of his meetings and

conversations. Microphones were installed in the Oval Office, in

Nixon’s office in the Old Executive Office Building (EOB), in the

Cabinet Room, and in Aspen Lodge at the presidential retreat at

Camp David, Maryland. In addition, microphones were placed in

telephones in the Oval Office, the EOB office, and the Lincoln

Sitting Room in the residence section of the mansion. There were

two separate systems for the telephones in Aspen Lodge at Camp

David.I

The Decision to Record

During the transition period, President Johnson offered Nixon the

use of the White House Communications Center to conduct business.

Soon after Johnson’s offer, FBI Director J. Edgar.Hoover visited

the President-elect in New York and advised him not to use the

Communications Center because it was bugged.2 Hoover went on to

tell Nixon that Johnson recorded his telephone conversations and

meetings.3

I A History of the White House Tapes, Nixon Presidential
Materials Project (NLNP), National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA), March, 1995.

Telephone interview with Albright, December 12, 1995.

3 Ibi~. See also: H. R. Haldeman, "The Nixon White House
Tapes: The Decision to Record Presidential Conversations,"
Prologue, National Archives and Records Administration, Summer
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Following the inauguration, H. R. Haldeman, Nixon’s Chief of

Staff, toured his new office and found a recording system tucked

in the closet.4 Thinking that this machine was part of President

Johnson’s taping system, he ordered a search of the White House

for hidden listening devices. According to Jack Albright,

Commander of WHCA, who accompanied Nixon’s electronic expert on

his search, no listening devices were located.5

Haldeman stated that although "Nixon abhorred the idea of taping"

his conversations and meetings, he nonetheless was forced into

recording them for several reasons.6 First, along with

Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson, Nixon believed that

recording conversations and meetings was an excellent way of

ensuring historical accuracy. Haldeman stated that many people

met with the President and, for one reason or another, ".did not

always report accurately what was said and decided privately.’’7

1988, Volume 20, Number 2, p. 80. Albright recalled that he was
informed of Hoover’s conversation with President-elect Nixono
He, in turn, informed President Johnson, who ordered him to
remove all traces of the different recording systems in the White
House. This order was carried out over the weekend of December
28, 1968.

4 Haldeman’s first office was located next to the Little
Lounge next to the Oval Office. During 1968, it was James Jones’
office.

5 Telephone interview with Albright, December 12, 1995.
The recording machine left in Haldeman’s new office was used to
duplicate Johnson’s public statements.

"The Nixon White House Tapes..." p. 80.

Ibid. pp.    80-81.
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George Reedy, President Johnson’s Press Secretary, stated that he

could "well see Nixon recording," and taping was the one way of

ensuring that .people he met with were "on record.’’8

Second, Nixon preferred to meet with foreign leaders and other

visitors without his aides present. According to Nixon, the

presence of aides and members of the White House staff inhibited

conversation.9 Nixon felt that these one-on-one meetings

provided a sense of intimacy and privacy which ensured that

visitors could state their beliefs and opinions in confidence.I°

While these one-on-one meetings may have fostered frankness, they

did not provide a "paper trail" documenting the discussions.

Third, Nixon wanted an accurate record of his presidency for use

in preparing his memoirs. Nixon was always very concerned about

history.11 "From the beginning, I [Nixon] had decided that my

administration would be the best chronicled in history.’’12 In

his July 16, 1973, testimony before the Senate Watergate

Telephone interview with Reedy, August 16, 1995.

9 Richard M. Nixon, RN: The Memoirs of Richard Nixon,
Grosset and Dunlop (New York: 1978) pp. 500-501.

"The Nixon White House Tapes..." p. 81.

11 Nixon, pp. 500-501. See also: Telephone interview with
Reedy, August 16, 1995; "Watergate Reminiscences," p. 1250; "The
Nixon White House Tapes..." p. 81; White House Tapes: Scope and
Content Note, NLNP, NARA, undated.

12 Nixon, p. 500.

Tapes..." p. 81.
See also: "The Nixon White House
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Committee, Haldeman’s chief aide, Alexander Butterfield, stated:

"They [the taping system] were installed, of course, for

historical purposes, to record the President’s business.’’13 He

then added:

They were installed to preserve history for posterity.
That was always on the President’s mind...he was very
conscious of our having a good system for collecting
the things which transpired with regards to the affairs
of the State.14

The recording system would not only accurately record his

meetings and conversations, but also the intangibles: nuances of

expressions and tones of voices. Nixon, according to Haldeman,

considered these intangibles "of substantive importance and

always of historica! significance.’’~s

Initially, Nixon used note-takers to describe a presidential

meeting by writing a ’color’ memorandum for the record. Color

memoranda were intended to describe the details of presidential

meetings as completely and thoroughly as possible.    However, he

was not satisfied with this system. As stated earlier, he felt

that note-takers inhibited conversation, describing them to

Haldeman as "scribbling intruders.’’~6 Moreover, the ’color’

memorandum for the record varied widely in detail and content,

depending on the note-taker. Some aides wrote more thorough.and

SSC, Book 5, p. 2075.

Ibid. p. 2085.

"The Nixon White House Tapes..." p. 82.

Ibid. p. 81.
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accurate accounts than others. These memos were also subject to

that aide’s own interpretation and often, the aide misinterpreted

what was said.17

Nixon and Haldeman searched for a way of resolving these

problems. They experimented briefly with different options,

including having Lt. Gen. Vernon Walters, who was known for both

his outstanding memory and writing ability, sit in on the various

presidential meetings, memorizing the conversations and writing

memoranda afterwards. Walters refused, telling Haldeman that "I

am a Commander of troops. I am not a secretary to anybody.’’~8

As Haldeman and Nixon were wrestling with finding a solution to

this problem in the winter of 1970-71, former President Johnson,

through an intermediary, offhandedly offered them a solution.

Apparently, he told the intermediary that Nixon had made a

mistake in removing his recording system.19 Johnson went on to

17 In his memoirs, Nixon said of the note-takers: "the
quality of prose varied as much as the quality of perception,"
p. 501.

"The Nixon White House Tapes..." pp. 82-83.

19 There is some controversy surrounding this issue:
Haldeman and Nixon believed that Johnson’s system was still in
place when they took office. WHCA documents make clear the fact
that the system was removed prior to Nixon taking office. In
either case, Nixon wrote that he "abhorred" the idea of secretly
taping conversations and had the system removed.
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say that his tapes were invaluable in helping him write The

Vantage Point.2°

The Recording System

Haldeman and Nixon discussed installing a recording system in

early 1971. Nixon finally agreed,n H~Ideman and Butterfield

decided that the best solution was to install a voice-activated

recording system. They felt that Nixon would forget to turn a

manually controlled system on and off. In addition, they felt

that the President was "far too inept with machinery ever to make

success of a switch system.’’2~ Butterfield ordered the head of

the Technical Services Division of the Secret Service, Alfred

Wong, to install a taping system that required minimal

maintenance.23

The Secret Service designed a voice-activated recording system

that operated automatically. This system was tied to the Secret

Service’s presidential locator system.24 Whenever President

20 Nixon, p. 501.
Tapes..." p. 83. ,

See also: "The Nixon White House

"The Nixon White House Tapes..." p. 83.

22 Ibid. p. 84.
pp. 1250-1253.

See also: "Watergate Reminiscences,"

23 Telephone interview with Alfred Wong, Chief of Technical

Services, United States Secret Service, December 4, 1995.

~4 The Presidential locator system is designed so that the
Secret Service knows where the President is at all times.
Typically, this is an electronic device that the President wears
at all times.
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Nixon entered a designated recording area, his electronic beeper

would automatically signal the recorder to switch into

record/pause mode. A Voice Operated Relay turned the recorders

on as soon as the microphones picked up any sound and the

machines began recording. In theory, the system would continue

recording for twenty to thirty seconds after the last sound was

made.25 The Secret Service installed seven different recording

stations for President Nixon. The seven stations were: the Oval

Office, the Cabinet Room, the White House telephone (which

included Nixon’s telephones in the Oval Office, his EOB office,

and the telephone in the Lincoln Sitting Room in the residence),

Nixon’s EOB office, Aspen Lodge at Camp David,2~ the telephone on

Nixon’s Desk in Aspen Lodge,~7 and the telephone on a table in

Nixon’s study in Aspen Lodge.2s

Each recording station had two Sony 800B recorders. A timer

switched from one recorder to the other every twenty-four hours,

except on weekends when one recorder ran for forty-eight hours.29

zs White House Tapes Scope and Content Note, p. 3. As will
be explained in greater detail later, this did not work as
intended: each recording system had different sensitivities,
resulting in constant machine shutdown and start-up, resulting in
inconsistencies.

Ibid. This was called the Camp David Hard Wire system.

Ibid. This was called the Camp David Study Desk system.

2s Ibid.
system.

This was called the Camp David Study Table

29 "Processing the Nixon Tapes," Maarja Krustin, CIDS
Paper, NAP~A, September 14, 1979, p. 3.
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Because Nixon and Haldeman wanted a system that required little

maintenance and could record for extended periods, the Secret

Service decided to use tapes that recorded at the very slow speed

of 15/16 inches per second on very thin 0.5 millimeter tape.3°

Because of the slow recording speed, each reel could hold up to

six and a half hours of recording time per reel.

On occasion, the Secret Service agents changed reels while a

meeting was in progress. In these cases, some portions of those

meetings were not recorded while the change took place. They

placed the completed tape in a box and wrote the inclusive dates

on it. These tapes were then placed in secure storage vaults and

arranged into seven series or stations according to the recording

location.

Oval Office

The Oval Office recording series contains 502 tapes which were

recorded between February 16, 1971, and July 12, 1973.31

Following Butterfield’s instructions, Wong supervised the

30 Telephone interview with Mayn, December 19, 1995. The
standard for recording spoken sound is 3 3/4 inches per second;
The faster the tape speed, the better quality the sound.
Unfortunately, this means limited recording time per reel.
Likewise, the standard for tape thickness is 1.5 millimeter, not
0.5 mil. tape.

31 Telephone interview with Anita Happoldt, NLNP Archivist,
NARA, January 3, 1996. Nixon ordered all the taping systems
removed on July 18, 1973, two days after Butterfield’s
revelation. There are no recordings between July 13, 1973, and
July 18, 1973, because Nixon was in Walter Reed Army Hospital for
treatment for pneumonia.
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installation of the voice-activated system in the Oval Office in

February 1971. In all, seven microphones were placed in the Oval

Office. (See Appendix F for diagram) Five were located on the

President’s desk, and two were located in wall sconces near the

couches by the fireplace. This arrangement allowed meetings and

conversations which took place by the President’s desk and by the

fireplace on the opposite side of the room to be recorded

clearly. Wires passed through holes cut in the floor and led to

a room below the Oval Office where the recording machines were

kept.32

Cabinet Room

There are eighty-three tapes of President Nixon’s Cabinet Room

meetings recorded between February 16, 1971, and July 18, 1973.

At the same time Wong installed the Oval Office system,

Butterfield asked him to install a manually-controlled recording

system in the Cabinet Room.33 Of the seven different recording

systems that Nixon used simultaneously during his presidency,

only the Cabinet Room system operated manually. The Secret

Service installed an on/off switch on either side of the

President’s place on the Cabinet Room table.34 Butterfield also

White House Tapes: Scope and Content Notes, p. 5.

Telephone interview with Wong on December 4, 1995.

Like President Johnson, Nixon had control boxes
installed throughout the White House. The Cabinet Room control
box could activate the recording system, page his assistant,
Steve Bull, and page his personal valet, Manolo Sanchez.
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had the technicians install a switch on his desk.35 In practice,

Nixon did not activate the system himself. Rather, he had

Butterfield activate the system using the switch on his desk.36

Since this system was not tied to the presidential locator system

and was not voice-activated, many non-presidential conversations

and meetings were recorded accidentally when the recorder was

inadvertently left on. As a result, this series of recordings

contain long periods of recorded room noise, cleaning activities,

such as vacuuming, and miscellaneous conversations between

unknown aides, cleaning personnel, and other individuals, as well

as meetings between unknown individuals.

Two microphones were installed under a small table near the

President’s chair in the Cabinet Room. As with the Oval Office

system, wires led from the microphones through a hole cut in the

floor. The two Cabinet Room recording machines were located in

the same room as the Oval Office recording machines.38

Nixon’s Old Executive Office Building Office

There are 204 recordings of meetings held in the President’s EOB

office between April 6, 1971, and July 18, 1973. In April 1971

Butterfield had the Secret Service ins£all a voice-activated

White House Tapes: Scope and Content Notes, p. 5.

SSC, Book 5, p. 2076 and p. 2080.

White House Tapes: Scope and Content Notes, p. 4.

A History of the White House Tapes, March 1995, p. I.
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recording system in the President’s hideaway EOB office. The

President primarily used this office for conducting day-to-day

business, such as meeting with members of the White House staff

or preparing speeches. In this office, the Secret Service

installed four microphones in the President’s desk: three were

placed on the edges of the desk and one in the kneewell.39 Wires

led from the microphones in the desk to an adjoining room used by

the Secret Service where the recording equipment was located. As

with the other tapes, recorded tapes were boxed and dated.

Initially, they were stored in a cabinet in this room; later,

they were brought to the room underneath the Oval Office for

central storage.4°

White House Telephone System

There are forty-six composite tapes documenting most of President

Nixon’s telephone calls between April 7, 1971, and July 18, 1973.

As with the EOB office and Oval Office recording systems, the

telephone recording system was tied to the presidential locator

system. This system was designed to record the President’s

telephone calls in the Ova! Office, in the hideaway EOB office,

and in the Lincoln Sitting Room in the Residence section of the

mansion.41

39 White House Tapes: Scope and Content Notes, p. 4. See
Appendix G for a diagram of the EOB office and recording system.

40 Ibid. p. 4.

4~ Ibid. p. 4.
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The Secret Service set this recording system up by placing taps

on the phone lines going into the Oval Office, the EOB office and

the Lincoln Sitting Room from the White House Switchboard.

Telephone calls from these locations were recorded onto a single

tape. The recording system for the White House telephone system

was located in a room in the mansion.42

If a call originated from or was transferred to one of these

three rooms, and the presidential locator system indicated the

President was present, that call was then recorded. For this

reason, there are many recorded telephone calls between

individuals other than the President. In these cases, Nixon was

physically located in the room, but not a party in the

conversation.43

Like President Johnson, Nixon also had telephones installed in

his offices that would ring his key aides directly. The

President had direct lines to H. R. Haldeman (his chief of

staff), Henry Kissinger (his national security advisor), John

Ehrlichman (his chief domestic policy advisor), Alexander

Butterfield (his chief administrative officer), and Steve Bull

(his daily appointments secretary). Because these direct

42 A History of the White House Tapes, p. i.

43 Haldeman often made telephone calls from the Oval Office
and hideaway EOB office while he was meeting with the President.
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telephone lines bypassed the White House switchboard, calls made

on these lines were not recorded.44

The Camp David Recording Systems

Like his predecessor, Nixon enjoyed getting out of Washington,

D.C. Whereas Johnson used his ranch in Stonewall, Texas, to

conduct business in a relaxed and peaceful atmosphere, Nixon used

the presidential retreat in Camp David, Maryland, for the same

purpose. Only a forty-five minute helicopter ride from the White

House, Nixon often journeyed there on weekends. In the four

weeks following his 1972 re-election, Nixon spent eighteen days

there recuperating,45 In addition, Nixon held many formal

meetings at Camp David, including the 1973 visit by Soviet Union

Premier Leonid Brezhnev.~

There were three separate recording systems installed in Aspen

Lodge at Camp David. All three systems were installed by Secret

Service technicians in early May 1972. The first system, the

Camp David Hard Wire, was designed to record meetings and

conversations taking place in Aspen Lodge using a microphone

hidden in the room. This system, like that in the Oval and EOB

White House Tapes: Scope and Content Notes. pp. 30-31.

Breaking Cover, p. 205.

46 Butterfield explained in his Senate testimony on July
16, 1973 that the three Camp David recording systems were removed
by the Secret Service "prior to occupancy by Chiefs of State,
heads of Government, and other foreign dignitaries." (SSC, Book
5, p. 2077.)
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offices, was voice-activated and tied to the Presidential locator

system.47 There are fifty-seven tapes in this series, dating

from May 17, 1972, to March 4, 1973. Butterfield had the Secret

Service remove this system in early March 1973.

The second and third systems were attached to telephones in Aspen

Lodge. The first was called the Camp David Study Table system.

The microphone for this system was placed in the telephone

located on the table in the President’s study. There are forty

tapes in this series dating between May 16, 1972, and June 21,

1973. The second was called the Camp David Study Desk system.

As would be expected, the microphone was placed in the telephone

located on the desk in the President’s study. There are eighteen

tapes in this series of recordings, dating between May 18, 1972,

and June 21, 1973. These systems were also tied to the Secret

Service’s presidential locator system. The Secret Service

technicians removed these two systems in June 1973 on

Butterfield’s instructions.~8

All three recording systems were Sony 800B machines. They were

kept in a small room next to the President’s study. Recorded

tapes were collected at the end of the President’s stay at Camp

History of the White House Tapes, p. i.

48 Telephone interview with Happoldt on January 3, 1996.
See also: SSC, Book 5, p. 2077. Butterfield testified that the
Secret Service removed these three systems periodically when a
foreign dignitary stayed in Aspen Lodge.
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David and brought to the central storage area below the Oval

Office.49

The Nature of the Recordings

For the most part, the recordings are difficult to listen to and

understand,s° There are many reasons for this. Principal among

them are mechanica! problems with the Sony recording machines,

the microphones, and the wiring. The tapes themselves were not

suited to record conversations and meetings. Background noises

and intruding sounds frequently interrupted conversations.

Lastly, the meetings and conversations recorded were often

unstructured and free-flowing and are difficult to follow.

Each of the seven recording stations had a degree of mechanical

problems. The wires connecting the microphones to the recording

machines were unshielded. As a result, the recordings picked up

power line hum and other electromagnetic interference.51 The EOB

49 White House Tapes: Scope and Content Notes, p. 5.
See also: Telephone interview with Wong on December 4, 1995.

50 In describing the Nixon tapes, I have only used publicly

available, sources, including books, articles, finding aids, and
tapes from the Watergate Special Prosecution Force and the Abuse
of Governmental Power tapes for May and June 1972.

51 Telephone interview with Mayn on December 19, 1995.
Mayn stated that everyday items such as televisions, electric
clocks, or telephones could interfere with a recording.
See also: White House Tapes: Scope and Content Notes, p. 5.
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tapes are the most difficult to understand because the power hum

is especially evident.52

The voice-activated system did not operate as intended either.

First, the systems were supposed to continue recording for twenty

to thirty seconds after the last sound made to ensure that words

were not cut off. In reality, only the Oval Office system

operated as intended. Each station had different noise volume

sensitivities as to when to begin and stop recording. Both the

EOB and Camp David Hard Wire systems contain frequent machine

start-up and shut-off interruptions. Generally, it took a second

or two for the machines to begin recording at the proper speed.

This resulted in a ’whip’ or ’blip’ sound at the start of most

conversations or after periods of silence. As a result of these

machine malfunctions, brief portions of conversations and

meetings were not recorded or are unintelligible.53

The volume fluctuated greatly on the tapes as well. Whereas

commercial recordings usually have a signal-to-noise ratio

between 40 to 60 decibels, many of the Nixon tapes range between

only six and ten decibels.~4 Consequently, the are many very low

Telephone interview with Happoldt on January 3, 1996.

s3 Telephone interview with Happoldt on January 3, 1996.
See also: White House Tapes: Scope and Content Notes, p. 3.

s4 General Services Administration, Report to Congress on
Title I Presidential Materials and Preservation Act, Government
Printing Office (Washington, D.C. 1975) pp. EI-E3.
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volume tapes among the 950 Nixon tapes that are difficult to

hear.

For the most part, the White House Telephone tapes are audible.

However, some recordings made in the Lincoln Sitting Room are

not. The automatic gain control (AGC) occasionally failed on the

recording machines at this location. The AGC automatically

adjusted the sound levels of the differing conversations. When

this failed, the person speaking from the Lincoln Sitting Room is

barely audible. The person he is speaking with is completely

inaudible.5s

The Secret Service opted to use thin 0.5 mil analog tape that

recorded at a very slow 15/16 inches per second. A single reel

of tape could record up to six and a half hours of conversation.

Because Nixon desired a voice-activated system which required

little maintenance or supervision, the Secret Service had little

alternative. The original tapes are very thin and fragile. The

tape thickness and recording speed are far from ideal for use in

recording spoken sound.56

5~ Telephone interview with Happoldt on January 3, 1996.
See also: White House Tapes: Scope and Content Notes, p. 6.

~6 Telephone interview with Richard McNeil, Audiovisual
Archivist, NLNP, NARA, on January 4, 1996. As will be explained
in greater detail in Section two of this paper, the archival
standard for voice recordings is on 1.5 mil tape, recording at 3
3/4 inches per second.
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The placement of the microphones also caused many problems. In

some cases conversations are not audible because the participants

who were speaking were not near the microphones. In the EOB,

four microphones were installed in the President’s desk.

Meetings taking place near this desk are audible. However, no

microphones were installed in the sitting area. As a result,

conversations in this area are faint and difficult to hear.57

The conversations recorded on the Camp David Hard Wire system are

also difficult to understand because the Secret Service only

installed one microphone in the President’s study in Aspen

Lodge.58

Extraneous room and background noises are evident throughout the

entire collection. These noises tend to obscure portions of

meetings and conversations. Although the Oval Office series of

recordings are the easiest to comprehend, there are some

individual conversations that are difficult to understand.

Because five microphones were placed in the President’s desk,

they picked up the sound of anyone writing on the desk, or

setting down a coffee cup or a glass. Furthermore, they picked

up the sound of Nixon’s chair banging into the desk, his feet

banging on the desk when he put his feet up, and the sound of his

knees knocking against the kneewell of his desk. One microphone

57 White House Tapes: Scope and Content Notes, p. 24.
Appendix G for a diagram of the EOB recording system.

History of the White House Tapes, p. i.
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was placed next to the telephone. The telephone ringing

frequently blocked out small portions of conversations.

Similar problems existed in the EOB and Camp David series. For

example, the President kept a ticking clock on his desk in the

EOB. Unfortunately, the Secret Service technicians installed one

of the microphones right next to the clock and the ticking is

recorded very clearly. At Camp David, the President often had a

fire lit in his study while he worked. The snapping and

crackling of wood burning in the fireplace interfered with the

recordings of some of his conversations.59

There were other extraneous noises that affected the quality of

the recordings. On occasion, the helicopter rotor blades from

Marine One completely obliterated conversation taking place in

the Oval Office.6° Ambulance, fire engine and police sirens were

also recorded on the tapes. Doors opening and closing briefly

interfered with conversations.

Unlike his predecessors who consciously made the decision to

record a meeting or conversation and manually controlled their

59 Telephone interview with Happoldt on January 3, 1996.
See also: White House Tapes: Scope and Content Notes, p. 5.

60 Telephone interview with Happoldt on January 3, 1996.
See also: White House Tapes: Scope and Content Notes, p. 24.
The President’s helicopter would wait on the South Lawn of the
White House while the President completed business before
boarding.
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recording systems, Nixon opted to use a voice-activated system

that would record virtually everything that was said while he was

present. This meant that, in addition to recording formal

meetings, briefings, telephone conversations, and long stretches

of miscellaneous room noise, informal daily meetings between

Nixon and members of his immediate staff were recorded as well.

These meetings were often unstructured and free-flowing.61

Participants interrupted each other and finished each other’s

sentences. They answered questions before they were elucidated

and repeatedly changed conversation topics. Moreover,

participants alluded to conversations and meetings that took

place at unknown times in the past. These factors, at times,

render some conversations difficult to interpret.

As a result of all of these factors, the overall quality of the

recordings are relatively poor. Machine malfunctions, volume

fluctuations, inferior equipment and tape quality, and extraneous

noise all hinder the intelligibility of the tapes. In addition,

the voices in the meetings and conversations themselves,

sometimes further obscured what was being said.

Nixon Tapes Released to the Public

To date, the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA)

has released sixty-three hours of Watergate-related conversations

~i Paul Schmidt, The Opening of the Nixon White House
Tapes: Procedures and Problems, CIDS Paper, NARA, May, 1985,
p. 2.



to the public.62 The Watergate trial tapes were released in

1980. These consist of twelve and a half hours of segments of

conversations and meetings which were introduced as evidence by

the Watergate Special Prosecution Force (WSPF) and played in

court during the Watergate trials of members of Nixon’s staff.63

In 1991, NARA released the second segment of Watergate-related

conversations. This group consisted of forty-seven and one half

hours of segments of conversations and meetings subpoenaed by the

WSPF but never used in court. Staff members of the WSPF prepared

transcripts for most of the conversations and meetings included

in these two file segments.~

The third public release of Nixon’s White House tapes consisted

of segments of Watergate-related conversations for the months of

May and June 1972 which tota! three hours. These conversations,

although not subpoenaed by the WSPF, were determined by the Nixon

Project archivists to contain Watergate-related information.

Although there are no transcripts for these segments, the

National Archives did prepare descriptive tape logs to correspond

to the conversation. The tape logs include the date, time,

~2 The Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation
Act governs the review and release of Nixon’s presidential
materials. The Watergate definition is explained in Section°II
of this paper.

63 A History of the White House Tapes, p. 2. The Nixon
staffers were: H. R. Haldeman, Charles W. Colson, John D.
Ehrlichman, John W. Dean, John B. Connally, Maurice H. Stans, and
John N. Mitchell.

Ibid.
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location, names of conversation participants, and an outline of

the contents of the conversation.

One of the factors of the Presidential Recordings and Materials

Preservation Act of 1974 is that the National Archives give

priority in processing and releasing materials relating to abuses

of governmental power, commonly referred to as "Watergate.’’65

After the release of the WSPF tapes, the Archives decided to

review and propose for release additional tape segments of

conversations determined to be Watergate-related. The Archives

released the May-June 1972 segments and their corresponding tape

logs in 1993 and plans on releasing all remaining Watergate-

related segments as early as November 1996.

65 Segments of conversations determined to be Watergate-
related under the Nixon Regulations, but not included in the WSPF
collection, are called "Abuse of Governmental Power Segments."
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SECTION 2 C~D d%a --

Archival Processing

Introduct ion

Archivists charged with preserving, describing, and reviewing

these presidential audio collections face many challenges. Lack

of descriptive information, equipment limitations, many different

preservation options, and budgetary considerations all impact

heavily on the processing archivists. In addition to discussing

preservation options, equipment limitations and its effect on

archivists, this section will examine other complex issues facing

these archivists. These issues include: copyright restrictions,

national security and donor’s deed of gift restrictions,

adherence to the Presidential Recordings and Materials

Preservation Act of 1974 (PRMPA) which governs use of the Nixon

presidential materials, the inherent problems of using and

relying on transcripts, and intelligibility problems. The major

aim of this section is to detail the intricacies, challenges, and

difficulties the archivists face when they begin processing an

audio collection, focusing in particular on the Nixon tapes and

the Johnson recordings.

Identification

The first challenge most archivists face when beginning

processing is identifying and describing the audio collection.

This includes: establishing the provenance of the collection,
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accurately and thoroughly describing the contents of each

recording, attempting to identify all of the participants, and

locating the inclusive date(s) of each recording. In many cases,

even basic technical information, such as the time length of the

recording, and the recording format, were omitted. The goals of

this stage of processing are: i) gather background historical

information on the recording system, 2) describe the contents of

each recording, and 3) note all necessary technical information,

including preservation problems.

In attempting to establish the provenance of a collection and

gathering all necessary historical information, the archivist

must answer many different basic questions on the recording

system, such as: How did the system operate? What type of

machines were used? Where were the machines located? Why did

the President use the system? What was its importance? By

answering these questions, archivists gain essential

understanding of the collection that they can then utilize in

processing. Future users and researchers will also have a more

complete understanding and appreciation of the collection.

Unfortunately, there is scant documentary information about the

recording systems among the materials in the various presidential

libraries. They were considered very sensitive by the

administrations that created them and knowledge of their

existence was a tightly held secret. For instance, very few
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people knew of President Kennedy’s recording system: the

President himself, his personal secretary, Evelyn Lincoln, and

the technicians who installed and monitored the system.I Kennedy

administration insiders, such as Richard Goodwin, Ted Sorensen

and Dave Powers, had no knowledge of the system.2 Within the

Nixon administration, key officials, including Henry Kissinger

and John Ehrlichman, were unaware of Nixon’s voice-activated

system.

Although archivists search their holdings for any information

that could provide a better understanding of the systems, these

efforts often prove fruitless. The recording systems were

considered too sensitive to discuss, and, as such, no records

were created.3 Even the Nixon tapes, in spite of being

investigated thoroughly by the various congressional "Watergate"

committees, do not have a complete and precise history.

Therefore, archivists actively sought assistance from former

members of the White House staff and technicians for additional

information. At the Truman Library, exchanges of letters between

i Robert Bouck Oral History, Kennedy Library, pp. 1-2.
Many people also assume that the President’s brother, Robert,
also knew about the system.

2 "JFK Extensively Taped Meetings, Log Reveals," Austin
American Statesman, February 4, 1982, pp. A-I and A-12.

3 See the historical sections on each President for a full
discussion of why each President considered the systems so
sensitive. From my own interviews of former White House
officials, each respondent emphasized the importance of strict
confidentiality of the different recording systems.
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the Director of the library, Benedict Zobrist, and Jack Romagna,

White House Stenographer during the Truman administration,

constitute the only information available on Truman’s recordings.

Archivists at the Kennedy Library conducted an oral history with

Robert Bouck who installed Kennedy’s Cabinet Room and Oval Office

system. At the Johnson Library, archivists are still in the

process of interviewing former White House Communications Agency

(WHCA) officers and technicians in the hopes of learning the

details of Johnson’s Dictabelt and Cabinet Room recording

systems.4 Although recollections can sometimes differ, conflict,

and fade with the passage of time, these interviews can and do

provide important information for both processing archivists and

researchers.

After gathering as much background information as possible,

archivists begin their evaluation of the actual recordings. The

lack of proper, working equipment to play the recordings is

usually the next problem archivists encounter. The various

collections in the Presidential Libraries were recorded on

several different types of machines and media. As archivists are

well aware, technology changes rapidly, and systems and media

become obsolete fairly quickly in response to new technological

developments and changing preferences in the marketplace.

4 I placed an advertisement in WHCA’s alumni magazine, 1600

Club, and, as a result, received valuable information on how the
system operated. This project is on-going.
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President Roosevelt recorded his press conferences during the

1940 campaign using an experimental machine given to him by RCA.

This machine never went into production and only four prototypes

were ever made.5 Luckily, the National Archives duplicated these

recordings onto acetate discs, a more universally known audio

medium, almost immediately after receiving them in 1947.

Lyndon Johnson used several types of machines throughout his

career: an Edison Voicewriter machine, then an IBM Soundscriber

machine, and finally, Dictaphone machines. Although, the Johnson

Library staff did find Dictaphone machines among their holdings,

they did not locate either of the other two models. After an

extensive search, archivists were able to borrow an IBM

Soundscriber machine from the IBM archives and museum. In 1988,

they also located an Edison Voicewriter machine at the Nixon

Presidential Materials Project (Nixon Project) in Alexandria,

Virginia. To date, sixty of these recordings have been

duplicated by audio-visual archivists at the Nixon Project.

Archivists are now in the process of duplicating Johnson’s

Dictabelt recordings using Dictaphone machines that have been

restored and repaired.6

"How FDR Got His Tape Recorder," pp. Ii0-iii.

6 Archivists at the Johnson Library are lucky. First,
Dictabelt machines are very rare and tough to locate. Second,
there is an audio repair shop in Austin that can fix these hard
to find machines.
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After locating proper equipment to play the recordings, the next

phase in processing involves identifying all necessary technical

information about each recording. Basic technical information

includes both the duration of each recording and the recording

speed for proper playback. In addition, archivists must ensure

that they are not "missing" any segments of the recordings, by

checking the different recording tracks. At the Nixon Project,

archivists ran each tape track output signal through a graphic

level recorder, verifying the recorded signal on each track to

ensure that they had located all recorded sound.7

Archivists must also concentrate on preparing a complete

description of each recording which will aid both processing and

future researcher use. The archivists are concerned about basic

descriptive information: the inclusive dates and times for the

recording, the names of the participants, and the topics that

were discussed. Often the notes on the individual recordings did

not indicate any information at all about its contents. On the

recordings with notes that listed descriptive information,

archivists found that these information slips were not always

accurate; sometimes omitting "inconsequential" conversations, or

not describing the contents fully, or incorrectly describing the

7 Telephone interview with McNeil on February i, 1996. The
Nixon tapes were recorded on "track I." However, the spectrum
analyzer also revealed that a few tapes had recorded sound on
"track 2."
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contents.8 By comparing the Daily Diary, White House Operators’

Logs, other relevant topical textual materials, and any other

finding aids which may provide clues, archivists are able to

provide additional descriptive information.

Preservation

Preservation of the audio collection is another major concern

during the initial processing period.9 Generally, this takes

place following initial inventory and identification. Processing

archivists must not only have technical knowledge of the many

preservation problems and issues, but also have an understanding

of present and future trends in audio technology. In this stage,

archivists are concerned about the physical condition of the

original recordings, as well as what types of media to transfer

the originals to that will ensure both longevity and continued

access.

The physical condition of the recordings is a primary

preservation concern. Audio media are quite different from

paper, which can last for one hundred years or more with little

8 The Dictabelt Project archivists at the Johnson Library
have noticed that the secretaries only noted the telephone
conversations they had been directed to record. Using the
President’s Daily Diary and White House Operators’ Logs, the
archivists were able to identify most of the names of the
participants.

9 Preservation is an ongoing element of processing.
Archivists must monitor the condition of the original recording
even after processing is complete. In addition, archivists must
also monitor the duplicated copies.
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preservation effort.I° Although modern magnetic media have

proven themselves to be relatively stable over time, their

lifespan, and that of their associated playback equipment, is

only approximately fifty years at best--if the media and

equipment are kept in optimum storage conditions,n Processing

archivists must be concerned with both "external" deterioration

factors and "internal" deterioration factors.12

External factors that contribute to deterioration include:

improper storage, inadequate temperature and humidity control,

splices, and improper care and use. Often, these recordings were

not stored in proper conditions. For instance, President

Johnson’s recordings were to remain "sealed and closed for a

period of fifty years" after President Johnson’s death. LBJ

Library Director Harry Middleton decided to break the fifty-year

seal and begin preservation efforts because of his concern that,

if the recordings remained sealed for fifty years, they would

deteriorate and no longer be playable.13 These recordings were

I0 Alan Ward, A Manual of Sound Archives Administration,
Glower Publishing Company (London: 1990) pp. 108-109.

n Telephone interview with Mayn, February I, 1996. See
also: A Manual of Sound Archives Administration, pp. 108-194,
and John C. Van Bogart, Magnetic Tape Storage and Handling: A
Guide for Libraries and Archives, The Commission on Preserva-tion
and Access (Washington, D.C. 1995) pp. 2-20, for a detailed
discussion of preservation of audio-visual materials.

Ibid.

13 Memo of Transfer, Stegall to Middleton, January 29,
1973, LBJ Library. See pp. 60-61 for a discussion of Middleton’s
decision.
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stored in sealed Federal Records Center boxes. As it turns out,

many of the Dictabelts were not stored properly. Some were

severely creased and required stretching before being played;

others had paper clips attached to them.

The magnetic reel-to-reel tapes were also not stored properly.

Many were stored horizontally instead of vertically, resulting in

reel warpage. Several tapes were not stored in protective boxes;

still others had been spliced together with scotch tape. The

tape pack wind on all of the tapes was poor, resulting in several

layers being exposed and subject to damage. All of the tapes

were stored "heads out," and, as a result, some tapes showed

signs of objectionable print-through. Combined, these conditions

can potentially reduce the quality and lifespan of the

recordings.

Temperature and humidity control is an essential element of a

preservation program. Magnetic tape (which is the current

archival standard) should be stored in a dust-free environment at

a constant temperature of 65 degrees fahrenheit, +/- 3 degrees,

40% relative humidity, +/- 5%.14 An alteration of only one

degree can change the length of a 1200’ reel of tape by a foot.

Constant contraction and expansion due to poor storage

Van Bogart, p. 17.
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temperature control greatly reduces the strength of the magnetic

tape. 15

Magnetic tape is composed of three layers: a backing, a magnetic

coating, and a binder. The backing is composed of cellulose

acetate or polyester. It is the thickest and sturdiest part of

the tape and is responsible for moving the tape through the

machine. The magnetic coating consists of oxide particles and is

responsible for actually storing the recorded sound using

magnetic fields. The binder acts as the adhesive, responsible

for ensuring that the magnetic coating sticks to the base as the

tape is played.16 Of the three layers, the binder is most

fragile, due to its complex chemical composition. Over time, it

is subject to hydrolysis where the molecules break down. When

this occurs, the tape becomes unplayable and deteriorates.17 If

the storage temperature and relative humidity are not controlled,

hydrolysis will occur much sooner.

Processing archivists must be familiar with the proper care and

handling of magnetic media. They must ensure that each tape is

exercised and allowed to acclimate to the room temperature before

15 Frederick Stielow, The Managing of Oral History Sound
Archives, Greenwood Press (New York: 1986) p. Ii0.

Ibid.

17 Ibid. Hydrolysis is a chemical reaction between the
chemical components of the binder and water (caused by higher
temperatures and humidity). When this occurs, the binder becomes
sticky and gooey, like chewing gum, and interferes with playback.
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being played. In addition, they must ensure a consistent and

even tape pack by playing the entire tape all the way through to

the end of the reel and store the tape "tails out," which lessens

the danger of objectionable print-through. Finally, they must be

able to recognize the different signs of deterioration, such as

print-through, sticky shed syndrome, and drop-outs, and be able

to take appropriate preservation action.18

Not only must archivists clearly understand the physical

characteristics of the recording media, they must also understand

how to properly operate and maintain the equipment used to play

them. Often, the equipment used to play these recordings is as

old as the recordings themselves. Archivists must ensure that

these machines receive preventative maintenance from skilled

technicians on a periodic basis.19 On a daily basis, archivists

must clean the machines with alcohol before each use, ensuring

that they are clean and free of particle contamination which

could damage the tapes.

In addition to proper storage conditions, archivists also must be

concerned with deterioration that will occur naturally, or

18 Both Magnetic Tape Storage and Handling: A Guide for
Libraries and Archives and A Manual of Sound Archives
Administration are excellent sources for gathering information on
the preservation of audio-visual materials.

19 The NAGRA machines used to duplicate and play the Nixon
tapes are sent to a repair specialist in New York once a year for
preventative maintenance and repairs.
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"internally" over time. As stated earlier, audio-visual

materials are not stable and are not as "permanent" as textual

materials. Differences in the chemical compositions of magnetic

tape binders, different backings, and different widths also play

important roles in determining how long a magnetic tape will

last.2°    For instance, tapes made in the 1950s and early 1960s

commonly used acetate as the backing material. This was replaced

by polyester which is much more stable over a longer period of

time. Manufacturers have also improved the chemical composition

of the binders, adding lubricants to facilitate tape transport,

cleaning and anti-static agents, and fungicides. Although these

new and improved binders should provide more stability, they are

still the weakest part of the three layers, and archivists need

to pay close attention to their condition.

Magnetic tape substrate thickness is also a contributing

"internal" factor in determining the longevity of a tape. The

thicker the tape is, the more resistant it will be to print-

through and breakage. For instance, the Nixon tapes are recorded

on very thin 0.5 mil tape, designed to record over six hours of

conversation on a single five-inch reel at a tape speed of 15/16

inches per second. Although this type of tape suited Nixon’s

(the primary user) needs very well, they certainly do not suit

the long-term requirements of an archives. Due to its thickness,

2o Van Bogart, pp. 2-3.
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these tapes can be easily damaged or torn and are more subject to

print-through than thicker tapes.21

Archivists must understand that, over time, audio collections

will deteriorate and become unplayable, despite their best

preservation efforts. The question, then, is what types of media

should they transfer these valuable records to so that the

content of the recordings is preserved? Unfortunately for the

archivist, there are many different competing choices of formats

to choose from: compact disks ("CD-R"), digital magnetic tape

cassettes, or analog magnetic reel-to-reel tape, to name a few.

All of these have different physical compositions, chemistries,

specifications, and technological enhancements, most of which

were not designed for long-term archival storage and use. In the

case of digital magnetic tape cassettes or recordable CDs, little

is known about their long-term storage capability.

Additionally, archivists must decide how they are going to

preserve their collection. They have the choice of either using

analog or digital recording systems. Analog recordings are the

current archival standard and have proven to be stable over a

period of time. Unlike digital recordings, analog recordings are

21 Telephone interviews with Mayn and McNeil, February i,
1996. In contrast, the archival standard for magnetic tape is
1.5 mil, recorded at 3 3/4 inches per second on a seven-inch
reel. Using this combination each reel will record for
approximately one hour. A "mil" is the standard measurement for
magnetic tape. One mil is i/I000 of an inch, or 0.0254
millimeters.
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not subject to catastrophic loss. Should any portion of an

analog recording become damaged, that portion is degraded but not

"lost," and there is the possibility of recovering that portion

using various restorative means. On a digital recording, the

entire portion is "lost" if the error detection and correction

system in the player cannot correct the resulting digital errors,

and there is no possibility of ever recovering that

information.22    However, there are disadvantages to using analog

recording technology. First, background noise ("hiss") is

inherent in analog recording and can interfere with the

intelligibility of recorded voices. Second, analog recordings

suffer from generational loss--each time a recording is re-

recorded, the quality of the recording will decrease slightly.

Lastly, this technology is fast becoming out-dated and could, in

the future, become obsolete as more and more people turn to

digital recording systems mandated in part by decreasing

availability of analog equipment.23

Digital recording is quickly becoming more universal as prices

decline and the number of users increase. For archivists, there

are many benefits associated with using digital recording

technology. First, there is potentially no generational loss.

z~ Telephone interview with Mayn on February i, 1996.
also: Jerry McWilliams, The Preservation and Restoration of
Sound Recordings, American Association for State and Local
History (Nashville: 1979) pp. 15-17 and 19-21.

Ibid. See also: Ward, pp. 114-115 and 166-170.
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Each re-recording is, at least theoretically, an exact duplicate

of the previous copy.24 Second, it is possible to store a

tremendous amount of material in a relatively small amount of

space and digital media is potentially cheaper to store than

reel-to-reel tape due to its smaller storage space. Lastly, this

medium is well-suited for reference use. It is very easy to

search for information, transfers easily, and can be disseminated

on a wide scale, including over the Internet.25

However, there are also disadvantages to using digital recording

technology. This medium is subject to catastrophic failure in

certain circumstances: any defect or problem, no matter how

small, renders the entire tape unplayable, and information

contained on it cannot be recovered. In addition, an archivist

cannot easily monitor digital technology and check for signs of

deterioration, or other preservation problems.26 Digital

recordings will not show signs of deterioration until the

recording actually fails. Analog tape will "age gracefully,"

show signs of deteriorating, and can be readily monitored.~7 For

these reasons, Presidential Library archivists create multiple

~4 Telephone interview with Mayn on February I, 1996.

~5 Interview with James Watson, Lyndon B. Johnson
Foundation Audio-visual Specialist, December 14, 1995.

26 Telephone interview with Mayn on February I, 1996.

27 Ibid.
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preservation copies of each recording when transferring to

digital.28

Although digital recording technology is becoming the standard,

there are dangers inherent in relying solely on this technology

for preserving an audio collection. There is great uncertainty

on the long-term stability of this medium. Currently, two types

of digital formats are popular: digital audio cassettes ("DAT")

and recordable compact disks ("CD-R"). Presently, neither are

wholly suitable for long-term storage due to overall system

fragility, and the rate at which systems are likely to become

obsolete. Some experienced users recommend recopying digital

audio cassettes as often as every two to five years because of

the technology’s potentially high failure rate and its fragility

and rapidobsolescence.29 Although manufacturers insist that

compact disks can last i00 years and have subjected them to

countless tests on both the dyes and the disks themselves, there

are no guarantees.3° In addition to worrying about the media

failing, archivists also worry about the technology changing and

~8 Telephone interview with Mayn and McNeil on Februaryl,
1996.

Telephone interview with Mayn on February I, 1996.

30 Ibid. and Doug Stinson, Optical Media Engineer, Eastman
Kodak Company, "Optical Media Stability," talk at NARA
Preservation Conference, March 16, 1996, Archives II, College
Park, MD.
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the tape (or disk) becoming obsolete. They worry that they will

not have the hardware on which to play the tape.31

As a result, archivists processing and managing these collections

often ask "what is the solution--which format should I use to

ensure continued access?" They recognize that there is no single

ideal solution. A portion of the preservation programs at the

various Presidential Libraries includes duplicating their

collections onto both analog reel-to-reel tape and digital audio

tape. In addition, the Nixon Project will begin copying their

tapes onto optical disks in the fall of 1996.32

In conclusion, archivists managing these collections recognize

the many challenges, problems and confusing issues that surround

audio media and understand the importance of maintaining these

historically unique collections. Using both common sense and

technical knowledge, they have developed very similar

preservation programs. By utilizing available technologies and

multiple formats, these archivists hope to ensure the continued

preservation of their collections and facilitate reference use.

They monitor their collections and take appropriate preservation

action as needed. When duplicating tapes, they ensure proper

care and handling of the materials and machines. In addition,

they store their collections according to all archival standards.

Telephone interview with Mayn on February i, 1996.

Telephone interview with McNeil on February i, 1996.
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Lastly, they have knowledge and a thorough understanding of

trends in audio technology.

Description

For access purposes, many archivists believe that description is

the most important part of processing an audio collection.33

Without detailed description, an audio collection is of little or

no use to a user. Due to the non-traditional nature of this

media, archivists must provide a complete description of each

conversation or meeting, including relevant technical

information. In addition, archivists are using the search

functions offered by computers to facilitate access to the

descriptive information.

Unlike textual materials, audio collections must be described at

the item level.34 Each conversation or meeting usually

represents new speakers or participants, dates and times, and

topics and decisions, On many occasions, these variables change

within each conversation or meeting: President Johnson handing

the telephone to his wife during a conversation with President

Truman; or Stephen Bull, President Nixon’s appointment’s

secretary, entering the Oval Office during a meeting on the

3~ The basis for this section comes from several
discussions with Johnson Library archivists Claudia Anderson,
Tina Houston, Mary Knill, and Regina Greenwell.

~4 Textual materials in the Presidential Libraries are
usually described at the folder title level.
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"Watergate matter," to alert the President that his next

appointment is behind schedule. In addition, the nature of oral

communications, where ideas and thoughts change quickly, make it

essential for archivists to thoroughly describe the contents of

each conversation or meeting.35

Initial descriptive efforts begin at the identification stage of

processing. Archivists attempt to identify such essential

information as: names of participants, inclusive dates and

times, and general lists of topics discussed. They also include

key technical information, such as: lengths of the conversations

or meetings, volume fluctuations, playback speed,

intelligibility, and potential preservation problems.

After ensuring that the collection has been adequately preserved,

archivists note all preservation and arrangement information, and

concentrate on describing the contents of each recording. They

verify dates and times as well as the names of participants.3~

They note all topics and sub-topics, taking care to describe them

35 Unlike an audio "item," written memoranda usually stress
one idea or thought. In addition, also unlike conversations or
meetings, they usually provide the reader with necessary
background information.

3~ This can be a very time-consuming process. Archivists
must research the textual files (Daily Diary, White House
Operators’ Logs, various aides’ files, and secondary sources) to
find the correct information.
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in neutral and standard terms.37 Although listing the contents

can be very time-consuming, this high level of description is

essential for access.

Larger audio collections, such as those at the Kennedy and

Johnson Libraries and the Nixon Presidential Materials Project,

require more than just item-level description to provide easy

access. Archivists processing these collections recognize that,

due to the size of their respective collections, they must

provide some type of searchable database which will allow users

to locate specific individuals, dates, and topics. Archivists at

the Nixon Project created a 27,000-page Wordperfect tape log to

describe the 950 reels of Nixon tapes.38 The information

included on the log includes the dates and times of all meetings

and conversations, the names of all individuals, and an outline

of all topics and sub-topics discussed. Because this log is in

Wordperfect form, not only can the archivists add more

information as they process the collection, but they can search

for specific information using the "search" function key.

Archivists at the Johnson Library are using Paradox to manage the

processing of the Dictabelt collection, using the database’s

37 The archivists’ job is to describe the contents of each
conversation or meeting as accurately and thoroughly as possible
without interpretation.

~8 This draft tape log is being refined and revised as the
archivists review the tapes. The Wordperfect search function is
fairly primitive and only allows a single item search at a time.
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powerful querying functions to develop statistics, sort

information and generate descriptive information. When a segment

of the collection is ready for public release, the archivists

export the relevant descriptive information into a "user-

friendly" information retrieval system called FolioViews.

FolioViews enables the Johnson Library to share the descriptive

information with a researcher without requiring that the

researcher own the software. Therefore, researchers can quickly

and accurately compile lists of individual conversations relating

to their topics. For researchers who do not have access to

computers, the archivists create finding aids generated directly

from the Paradox database.39

Memo, Mary Knill to John Powers, May 20, 1996.
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Review

On November 27, 1973, the public heard a secretly recorded

presidential audio tape for the first time. U. S. District Court

Judge John J. Sirica had ordered approximately thirty-nine

minutes from one of President Nixon’s tapes be played in open

court.I Members of the press and the public strained to hear

what was being replayed. Although many expected a studio-like

sound, they were quickly disappointed: the recording "was full

of barely indistinguishable chatter... [and] was also interrupted

by the roar of a jet plane, a cheerful whistle [and] a Clatter of

cups.’’2 Even President Nixon, after spending an entire day on

June 4, 1973, listening to tapes, complained about the poor

quality: "sounds drifted in and out; voices overrode each

other.’’3 The other presidential audio recordings exhibit many of

the same problems. Ann Whitman, President Eisenhower’s personal

secretary, complained about the length of time it took her to

transcribe a tape, writing on the transcript, "--but the work!’’4

I This is the famous "18 1/2 minute gap" tape. Sirica had
ordered this portion and the surrounding portions played in an
effort to determine how the gap occurred.

2 "Tape Played in Court: Noise, Chatter-and Big Gap,"
Washington Post, November 28, 1973, page A-I.

3 Nixon, p. 874.

4 Transcript of conversation on November 7, 1953, Ann
Whitman Diary Series, Eisenhower Library.
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Archivists charged with processing the different audio

collections typically face these problems day in and day out.

They believe that reviewing these collections for public access

is the most challenging and difficult aspect of processing.5

Some of the difficulties facing review archivists include:

intelligibility problems; the screening process for privacy,

national security, and donor’s deed of gift restrictions; and, in

the case of the Nixon tapes, abiding by the Presidential

Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974.

Intelligibility

The recordings are often difficult to understand, or portions are

unintelligible. There are several reasons for this. First, the

recording equipment was inadequate. Second, there are extensive

undesirable background noises. Third, the recordings are

conversational in tone, containing free-flowing discussions with

all the inherent problems of speech, such as intonation, sentence

fragments, accents, and mumbling.

Although the technicians who installed the different systems did

the best they could with the resources available, the recording

systems, including the machines, the microphones and the

5 Nancy Smith, Supervisory Archivist, Office of
Presidential Libraries; Nixon Project Tape Review Archivists:
Anita Happoldt, Linda Fischer, John Powers and Stephanie Fawcett;
Kennedy Library Tape Review Archivists: Mary Kennefick, Megan
Desnoyers, and Stephanie Fawcett; and Johnson Library Dictabelt
Project Archivists: Claudia Anderson, Regina Greenwell, and Mary
Knill.
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connecting wires, were inadequate.6 President Johnson, according

to one of the WHCA technicians who installed his system, was

always concerned with reducing expenditures, so WHCA installed "a

cheap [recording system] because there was not a lot of money.’’7

On occasion, machines malfunctioned or did not operate as

intended. Nixon’s complicated voice-activated system usually did

not record the first few words of a conversation as the recorder

activated, causing a "whip" sound. On the telephone system, the

automatic gain control failed, and often, voices were recorded

too low to understand. Portions of these conversations are

unintelligible.8

The positioning of the microphones also caused problems of

intelligibility that have hindered archivists in reviewing the

recordings. The microphones set up in the Kennedy Cabinet Room

were located in wall sconces behind the President’s chair.

Voices on the opposite side of the room were often difficult to

hear. Voices too close to the microphones were distorted.9

Complicating the Nixon tapes review, microphones were installed

on his desks and qables, resulting in reviewers hearing cups

clanging, knees knocking against the desk, and phones slamming

6

7

8

9

Kennedy Library, p. 9.

Telephone interview with Mayn on February I, 1996.

Telephone interview with Olson on April 15, 1996.

Telephone interview with Happoldt on January 3, 1996.

"Technical Notes," Presidential Recordings finding aid,
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down.I° These types of problems exist in all the different audio

collections.

In addition, the wires leading from the microphones to the

machines were not insulated. Unshielded wires can pick up

unwanted interference from other electro-magnetic fields near the

wires, such as telephone lines, televisions, and other simple

electronic devices,n On the Johnson Cabinet Room and lounge

tapes, there is a significant amount of interference. Joseph

Wilson recalled that the air conditioning system interfered with

the Cabinet Room system and caused some machine hum.12 The wires

on the Nixon tapes were also unshielded. The EOB tapes are

particularly difficult to understand due to severe electrical

interference.

On occasion, the tape quality renders a recording

incomprehensible. Sometimes only a few seconds are

unintelligible; other times whole conversations and meetings are

inaudible. Archivists reviewing these collections must decide to

release or restrict the unintelligible portion. Although

i0 In the case of the Johnson recordings, the microphones
were installed in the Cabinet Room table. Johnson would, onl
occasion knock his fist against the table to make a point, making
his point inaudible. Clanging of cups and pipes as well as
creaking of chairs are some of the problems that the LBJ review
archivists will have to deal with.

Telephone interview with Mayn on December 19, 1995.

Telephone interview with Wilson on April 15, 1996.
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archivists are committed to releasing as much information as

possible, they must protect national security information;

neither can they release any information which would constitute a

clearly unwarranted invasion of a living person’s privacy.13

Archivists must weigh the length of the unintelligible portion

with the context of the surrounding audible portion and the

circumstances surrounding the conversation in deciding to release

a momentary unintelligible portion. For instance, the Nixon

tapes finding aid states that:

[some] tape segments...were so unintelligible that the
National Archives could not adequately review
them...The National Archives has withheld such segments
when it was determined that the length or context of an
unintelligible segment presented the possibility that
it might contain restricted information.14

Unwanted background noises also hinder the review archivist.

First, many of the collections used the analog method of

recording sound onto reel-to-reel tapes. Analog recordings, by

nature, contain machine hiss and background noise which can

affect the intelligibility of the desired sounds.15 Second,

microphones picked up all sounds, whether they were wanted or

not. Often conversations are interrupted by the sounds of the

helicopter blades from Marine One landing on the South Lawn of

13 Telephone interview with Nancy Smith, Supervisory
Archivist, Office of Presidential Libraries, December 28, 1995.

14 White House Tapes:
File Segment, NLNP, p. 2.

~5 Ward, p. 167.

Watergate Special Prosecution Force
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the White House. Occasionally, reviewers hear ambulance sirens,

typewriters, doors opening and closing, or other interfering

sounds. These noises not only drown out the desired sound, but

they also interrupt the reviewers’ concentration. According to

Anita Happoldt, Team Leader of the Nixon Tapes Review Team, the

reviewer spends "much more time reviewing these segments,

constantly rewinding and replaying to make sure we’ve identified

everything.,,16

There are other problems that affect the intelligibility of the

tapes. Like President Johnson’s Cabinet Room recordings and

President Kennedy’s Oval Office and Cabinet Room recordings,

Nixon’s recordings contain many instances of people talking at

once and interrupting each other.17 Often, people were seemingly

incoherent, using sentence fragments and run-on sentences,

further complicated by "uh’s," "ah’s," and "and’s." Voice volume

and intonation, though possibly of historical significance, was

constantly a problem. Many people stuttered or mumbled while

speaking to the President. Often people changed topics in mid-

sentence or referred to allusions or previous conversations

16 Telephone interview with Happoldt on January 3, 1996.
These "undesirable" sounds are evident on the publicly available
Watergate Special Prosecution Force tapes and the Abuse of
Governmental Power tapes for May-June 1972.

~7 Although both Kennedy and Johnson made a conscious
decision to record a meeting, and these meetings, by nature, were
more structured, there are still side conversations, background
noises and other noises that affect the intelligibility.
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unknown to the review archivist.18 Lastly, people who spoke with

accents, American or foreign, were often difficult to understand.

President Kennedy spoke with a "Boston" accent while Johnson

spoke with a "Southern drawl." Foreign speakers, depending on

their knowledge of English and their pronunciation and diction,

could be difficult to understand.

In all, reviewers of these audio recordings understand that there

is a distinct difference between spoken and written

communication. There are many different intangibles (from

background helicopter noises to foreign accents) involved in

reviewing each conversation and meeting. When reviewing an audio

tape for public access, reviewers must first have "a good ear"

and be able to actually hear the conversations.19 They must also

be able to focus clearly on each conversation. Happoldt said

that a reviewer must "concentrate 100% of the time--you cannot

let your mind wander at all.’’2° Finally, the reviewer must have

thorough knowledge of that specific administration and a keen

understanding of the archival policies of that Library. "You put

your most experienced archivists on tape review," according to

Nancy Smith, Supervisory Archivist in the Office of Presidential

18 The archivists would then have to stop their review and

research other materials or listen to other conversations in an
effort to find out what that person was speaking about.

19 Telephone interview with Smith on December 28, 1995.

20 Telephone interview with Happoldt on January 3, 1996.
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Libraries.21 They must have detailed knowledge not only of the

historical aspects of that administration (including foreign and

domestic policies, presidential style and decision-making, and

White House operations), but also have keen understanding of the

archival sensitivities as well.

Reviewing for Access

Inevitably, some portions of conversations or meetings need to be

restricted. These presidential audio recordings, by their

nature, are very sensitive and can be more sensitive than textual

documents.22 Conversations were frank. They chronicle decisions

and discussions at the highest level. There were discussions

evaluating prospective appointees’ strengths and weaknesses.

There were meetings discussing military exercises, foreign

relations, and economic policies, to name a few. Most likely,

individuals speaking with the President were unaware they were

being recorded, believing that they were discussing issues and

decisions in confidence.23

Both the Kennedy estate and President Johnson donated their

materials to the Federal Government. Johnson’s recordings were

not specifically included in his 1965 Letter of Intent. They

Telephone interview with Smith on December 28, 1995.

Ibid.

23 Ibid. See also: John F. Kennedy Deed of Gift, February
25, 1965, Kennedy Library; and Lyndon B. Johnson Letter of
Intent, August 13, 1965, Johnson Library.
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were transferred to the Library by his long-time assistant,

Mildred Stegall, in January 1973 shortly after his death.24 The

archivists are now processing these recordings according to the

terms of Johnson’s 1965 Letter of Intent. In it, Johnson stated

that he desired his materials to be made "available...as soon as

possible and to the fullest extent possible.’’25 Although he

stressed the importance of public access, Johnson also stated

that

since the President of the United States is the
recipient of many confidences of others, and since the
inviolability of such confidences is essential to the
functioning of the constitutional office of the
Presidency,26

some sensitive material would have to be restricted, such as

national security information and materials "containing

statements which may...be used to injure, embarrass, or harass

any person.’’27

The Kennedy recordings were also not included in the 1965 Deed of

Gift donating his materials to the Federal Government. This deed

also noted the donors’ desire that Kennedy’s materials be "made

24 Memo of Transfer, Stegall to Middleton, January 29,
1973, and attachment dated July 17, 1973. see p. 45 for
Stegall’s comments on the sensitivity of the recordings, and p.
60 for a discussion of the fifty-year seal placed on the
recordings in the Memo of Transfer.

o

25 Lyndon B. Johnson Letter of Intent, August 13, 1965, p.
Johnson Library.

Ibid.

Ibid.
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available for research as soon as possible and to the fullest

extent possible.’’28 As with Johnson’s Letter of Intent, the

Kennedy Deed of Gift stated that the

donors...desire to guard against the possibility of the
materials being used to injure, embarrass, or harass
any person and otherwise properly safeguard the
interests of the United States.29

However, the deed contained an additional stipulation stating:

This gift and transfer shall not and is not intended to
apply or embrace such items as John Fitzgerald Kennedy
had not intended to be deposited...or which are
determined to be of special or private interest to the
personal, family and business affairs of John
Fitzgerald Kennedy, his wife and children, parents,
brothers and sisters.3°

The deed stipulated that either the donors or their

representatives could examine any of the materials to ensure that

they were consistent with the terms of the deed--that President

Kennedy had intended to donate them. Burke Marshall, a former

member of the Kennedy White House staff, now heads a committee

which reviews sensitive materials to ensure that they are

consistent with the terms of the deed. Although the recordings

were excluded from the original 1965 deed, they were donated to

the Federal Government in 1976, under the same stipulations as

the 1965 deed.31

28 Jacqueline Kennedy, Edward Kennedy and Robert Kennedy,
donors, to Lawson Knott, February 25, 1965, p. 3. see p. 27-for
a discussion of the Kennedy Deed of Gift.

Ibid.

Ibid. p. 2.

31 Jack Eckerd, Administrator of the General services
Administration, to Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis and Edward Kennedy,
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The Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of

1974 (PRMPA), governing the Nixon presidential materials,

instructs archivists to differentiate between presidential

historical materials,32 private and personal materials,3~ and

Watergate-related materials.~ In addition to reviewing

Watergate-related and presidential historical conversations for

national security and unwarranted invasion of privacy, archivists

must also segregate private and personal materials for return to

Nixon’s estate, and isolate conversations that are Watergate-

related. Because of the complex definitions involved and the

relatively poor quality of the recordings, Nixon tapes review

archivists "must concentrate 100% of the time," have detailed

knowledge of the Nixon regulations, and excellent historical

sense of events and policies taking place during the Nixon

administration.~5

May 13, 1976. See also: Instrument of Gift, Onassis and Kennedy
to Eckerd, April 21, 1976.

~2 Nixon Regulations, Federal Register, Volume 51, Number
40, February 28, 1986, p. 7231. Presidential historical
materials are defined as all materials relating to his
"constitutional or statutory powers or duties as President."

33 Ibid. Private or personal materials are defined as
those materials "relating solely to a person’s family or other
non-governmental activities, including private political
associations, and having no connection with his constitutional or
statutory powers or duties as President."

3~ Ibid. "Watergate" is the popular term for "Abuses of
Governmental Power." See Appendix E for the ten categories that
make up the "Watergate" definition specified by the Nixon
Regulations.

Telephone interview with Happoldt on January 3, 1996.
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The tape reviewers from the different Libraries agree that

reviewing audio materials is more difficult than reviewing

textual materials. First, unlike textual materials, you cannot

see what you are reviewing. Reviewers must have "a good ear,"

and be able to decipher difficult to understand conversations.

Second, review archivists also must stay focused, paying close

attention to all details. Not only must they safeguard national

security information, but they must also apply their knowledge of

the different regulations, either deed of gift or PRMPA, to the

review process. Lastly, the tapes are often very sensitive.

They recorded the President of the United States discussing

national security policies, as well as many other confidential

matters with individuals who were, for the most part, unaware

that were being recorded.

Access

Once a collection has been preserved, described and reviewed, it

is ready for public access. This phase also presents many

challenges. In addition to deciding how to make the collection

available (either analog cassettes, digital audio tape, or

compact disk, for example), archivists face two other challenges.

First, how to deal with existing transcripts that correspond to

conversations being released. Second, how to alert the users
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that there are copyright issues that they need to be aware of

when using those collections.

Transcripts

The policy of the National Archives is not to create transcripts

for these audio collections. The Libraries consider the record

to be the tape itself. Transcripts accompanying any of the

collections were not created by the National Archives. They were

either created by the administrations recording the conversations

(Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon), or, in the case of some of the

Nixon tapes, by the Watergate Special Prosecution Force. The

National Archives considers these transcripts to be derivative of

the actual record, and a unique documentary record that cannot be

altered.36 Audio recordings, by their nature, are subject to

different interpretations by different users: people hear

different things, depending on their aural capacity.

H. R. Haldeman, in commenting on the Nixon tapes concluded that:

"I have become convinced that there can be no such thing as a

completely accurate transcript.’’37 Language and writing are two

distinct forms of communication and it is impossible to convert

spoken words and sounds to written format perfectly.38

Telephone interview with Smith on December 28, 1995.

"The Nixon White House Tapes..." p. 87.

Frank J. Stielow, The Management of Oral History Sound
Archives, Greenwood Press (New York: 1986) pp. 22-23.
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Transcribers cannot portray accents and dialects, voice

intonations and inflections, irony, or other nuances of

conversations.39

Even if a perfect transcript could be created, it would not make

much sense to a user. Spoken word and written word are

different. Unlike textual documents, there is little, if any,

sentence structure. Conversations are free-flowing, punctuated

by numerous "uh’s," "ah’s," and "and’s." Thoughts and topics

often change quickly during a conversation. A transcript

containing all of these oral characteristics would be difficult

for a user to read and comprehend.

Transcripts, in addition to being imperfect, are prohibitively

expensive to create, in terms of both time and money. The

National Archives estimates that it would take approximately i00

man-hours to satisfactorily transcribe a one-hour conversation.4°

In transcribing conversations for use in the Watergate trials,

members of the Watergate Special Prosecution Force spent as many

as 250 hours transcribing a one-hour conversation.41 It is a

very laborious and time-consuming process: listening to the

conversation, constantly stopping the machine and transcribing a

39 Interview with Ted Gittinger, Oral Historian, Johnson
Library on January 30, 1996. See also: Stielow, p. 80.

40 Telephone interview with Smith on December 28, 1995.

~i Maarja Krustin, "Processing the Nixon Tapes," CIDS
Essay, September 14, 1979, p. 8.
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portion, then rewinding the tape slightly and beginning the

process all over again. Often a transcriber, like a reviewer,

will have to listen to the same segment repeatedly to try and

decipher it because of poor intelligibility or tape quality. The

transcript, once completed, must be proof-read and checked for

accuracy by a second individual.42 When asked why Nixon never

transcribed his tapes, Haldeman stated that "it would have

required an army of transcribers beyond my imagining; I know now

that transcribing is possibly the most labor intensive work on

earth.,,43

Occasionally, there are transcripts that accompany particular

conversations or meetings. These transcripts were not created by

National Archives personnel. Kennedy Library transcripts were

created during the mid-1960s by Evelyn Lincoln and other

individuals working for the Kennedy estate.44 On President

Johnson’s orders, his secretaries often created transcripts of

conversations and meetings shortly after they were recorded;

still others were created in preparation of his memoirs, The

Vantage Point. Members of the Watergate Special Prosecution

Interview with Gittinger on January 30, 1996.

"The Nixon White House Tapes..." p. 87.

Telephone interview with Mary Kennefick, Foreign Policy
Archivist, Kennedy Library, December 4, 1995. See also: John F.
Kennedy Recordings finding aid, p. I0.
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Force created transcripts of most subpoenaed conversations given

to them by the Nixon White House.45

The policy of the different Libraries is to make any existing

transcripts available for public use when they release the

corresponding conversations or meetings. The existing

transcripts are inaccurate to varying degrees. The Kennedy

Library finding aid notes that the transcripts were "riddled with

errors and omissions," and warns users "to check all transcript

renditions against actual tape recordings before publication.’’46

Archivists at both the Johnson Library and Nixon Project make

similar warnings, urging the user to listen to the tape and not

rely solely on the transcript for information. Because of time

and budget limitations as well as the belief that the actual tape

is the primary record, it is the National Archives policy not to

correct or improve any of the existing transcripts.47

Intellectual Property Rights

45 President~Nixon also had transcripts made in 1974: See
Submission of Recorded Presidential Conversations to the
Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives by
President Richard Nixon, U.S. Government Printing Office
(Washington, D.C. 1974). These transcripts contain only portions
of selected conversations discussing Watergate. There are many
omissions, "expletive deletions," and other inaccuracies.

46 John F. Kennedy Library Presidential Recordings finding
aid, p. 1 and p. I0.

47 White House Tapes:

File Segment, p. 2.
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
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When President Kennedy’s heirs formally donated his presidential

materials on February 25, 1965, they assigned "all of our [sic]

right, title, and interest" in those materials to the United

States Government.48 Likewise, President Johnson assigned all of

his literary rights to the United States.49 As a result, their

statements and utterances are in the public domain and may be

quoted freely without restrictions. In addition, all statements

and utterances by U. S. Government officials in the course of

their duties are considered to be in the public domain and may be

quoted freely as well.

However, not all individuals speaking with the President were

U. S. Government employees. The presidents frequently spoke with

friends and relatives, private citizens, business leaders, and

other people,s° Researchers need to be aware that these

individuals may retain intellectual property rights to their

portions of the conversations. In the case of President

Eisenhower’s materials, his son, John S. D. Eisenhower, claims

literary property rights to his father’s materials and requires

See Kennedy deed of gift, February 25, 1965, p. 3.

~9 Lyndon B. Johnson Letter of Intent, August 13, 1965,
p. 4. Similarly Roosevelt’s and Truman’s materials are also in
the public domain.

50 U. S. Government employees also spoke to the President
about personal matters unconnected with their official
responsibilities. These portions may also be subject to
copyright claims.
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that researchers going beyond the limits of fair use receive his

permission before quoting from them.51

Although there is a debate among lawyers, historians, heirs,

businesses, and copyright holders, as to the extent of protection

and fair use of materials held in repositories, archivists make

every effort to make researchers aware of copyright

protections.52 At the Kennedy Library, the finding aid for the

recordings states that users

intending to quote from this material beyond the
accepted limits of fair use are cautioned to determine
the copyright implications of any intended
publication.53

Archivists at the Johnson Library have an additional form

regarding copyright that they make each researcher read and sign

before they can begin using Johnson archival materials, advising

them of their responsibility to observe literary intellectual

rights, copyright rights, and rights retained by donors.

51 Letter, John S. D. Eisenhower to "To Whom It May
Concern," February 2, 1996, Eisenhower Library. He stipulates
that researchers do not need his permission if the following
criteria are met: Block quotations are limited to one paragraph;
and total quotation in a book is limited to 5%. Eisenhower
Library archivists give a copy of this letter to all prospective
researchers during their orientation interview.

~2 As there is considerable debate, archivists recommend
that researchers consult an attorney if they have questions. The
U. S. Copyright Law is P. L. 94-553, and became effective January
I, 1978, and applies retroactively to materials created before
then.

Presidential Recordings finding aid, p. 2.
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As CD-ROM and other technological advances evolve and become more

available, audio-visual archival materials are more likely to

have commercial implications.54 Archivists managing these

collections ensure as best they can that there are safeguards in

place to warn researchers on the principle of fair use.

Conclusion

The different presidential audio collections offer researchers

new insights into the inner workings of those administrations.

They constitute a rich historical resource for scholars and

private citizens alike.55 Unlike textual documents, the

recordings offer researchers a sense of immediacy: that they are

present in the room or on the telephone with the actual

participants as the events are unfolding and are being

deliberated and decided. For presidential scholars, like James

MacGregor Burns, the recordings are "absolutely indispensable.’’5~

Even Robert McNamara, writing his account of the Vietnam War

twenty years later, noted the importance of the Kennedy and

Johnson recordings, stating that "as these [tapes] become

available, they may cast added light on the history of the

54 James Gregory Bradsher, ed. Managing Archives and
Archival Institutions, University of Chicago Press (Chicago:
1988) p. 119.

ss David C. Humphrey, "Searching for LBJ at the Johnson
Library," The Society for Historians of American Foreign
Relations, Volume 20, Number 2, June 1989, p. 15.

"Presidents Taping Improper but Differed," The Portland
Oregonian, March 25, 1982, p. A-12.
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war.’’57 Like no other source, they provide unique insight into

all aspects of Presidential decision-making, such as foreign

policy and domestic crises, the budget, politics, legislation,

and many other domestic issues.

The recordings capture President Roosevelt’s reaction to Japanese

demands that the United States leave Hawaii. They capture the

deliberations of President Kennedy’s inner circle during the

Cuban Missile Crisis. In colorful and strong language, they show

President Johnson persuading Senator Richard Russell to serve on

the Warren Commission, overcoming Russell’s strenuous objections.

They show Richard Nixon actively taking part in the cover-up just

six days after the Watergate break-in of the Democratic National

Committee headquarters. These are a small sample of the contents

contained in the different collections.

Archivists managing these audio collections understand their

importance as an archival source unlike any other. As the

recordings become available, the public will have a new

understanding of how their government operates. In discussing

the release of the Nixon tapes, H. R. Haldeman stated that

The historians’ digestion of the White House tapes will
be long, slow, and tedious, but the tapes are an
incomparable source, and the historiography of the
Nixon administration will eventually be much richer as

57 Robert S. McNamara, In Retrospect, Times Books (New
York: 1995), p. 123.
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a result of Richard Nixon’s decision to tape record his
meetings and telephone conversations.58

Although he was speaking about the Nixon tapes, his reasoning

applies equally to the audio collections of the other presidents

as well.

58 "The Nixon White House Tapes..." p. 87.
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Appendix A

Totals for Johnson Dictabelt Conversations

Year No. Conversations Hours

1963 836 34

1964 4631 275

1965 1787 139

1966 1245 112

1967 351 30

1968 560 53

1969 i0 1

TOTALS: 9420 644

Please Note:

I. The term "conversations" refers to telephone conversations,
continuations of telephone conversations, office conversations,
accidentially recorded conversations which may or may not include
the President, recorded machine noises, and recorded blanks.
This figure also includes "re-records" where archivists
duplicating the conversation onto digital audio tape re-
duplicated it in hopes of improving sound quality.

2. The number of hours is a~rounded figure, and includes all of
the "conversations" mentioned in #i above.

3. Archival processing continues. The above figures were
accurate as of FeSruary 26, 1996. These figures will change as
archivists complete the Dictabelt Project.

Source: Memo, Mary Knill to John Powers, February 26, 1996.
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Appendix E

Ten Abuse Of Governmental Power Categories

Intelligence Gathering - Misuse of Federal Agencies

The Watergate Break-In

Watergate Break-In Cover-Up

Campaign Practices (Dirty Tricks)

Obstruction of Justice

Campaign Finances

Milk Fund

Howard Hughes - Bebe Rebozo Investigation

Emoluments and Tax Evasion

International Telephone and Telegraph
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